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Chancellorship search
Panel lists names
of eight candidates
by Debbie Slime
the chancellor search committee
released the names of eight candidates to
be interview for the position of University.
of Maine Chancellor Wednesday after
refusing to confirm or deny rumors
circulating Tuesday that the list of
applicants had already been narrowed
down tee a select few. James H. Page.
chairman of the five-member committee of
the Board of Trustees responsible for
nominating a replacement of Acting
Chancellor Stanley Freeman, said the
eight applicants chosen are **not final by
any means.-
Page explained. "should all of the eight
either prove unacceptable or refuse the
offer, the committee would go back into
the list of potential candidates.*' The eight
selected were narrowed down from an
original 14 applicants, of which
approximately 30 were seriously reviewed
and discussed by the search committee
and its thirty-member citizen's advisory
committee.
As ‘if Wednesday, only seye!I of the
eight candidates had accepted the
committee's invitation to visit Maine for
interyiews. which begin next week and are
to be completed by late June.
Of the eight candidates, none are
presently using in Maine. although two
are minces of the state In reply to
widespread criticism of the search
committee's failure t- select any Maine
candidates. Page said. "Ti' of the eight
have strong Maine backgrounds, and all
candidates were considered on their
individual merits.- He also noted the
committee members felt "there was a
great deal if talent in the number beyond
the finalists, should the position not be
filled the first time.-
One of the candidates born in Maine.
Patrick E. McCarthy, is a 45-vear-old
Rumford natne currently serving as the
chancellor of the Massachusetts Board of
Higher Education. McCarthy, who did
undergraduate work at UMO. received his
M.C.P. at Harvard. His interests center
around higher education and government
planning and administration.
The either native Mather, George H
Ellis. is a former President of the Federal
Reserve Bank in Boston, where he is now
a financial consultant. The 55-sear-old
Orono native also did his undergraduate
work at UMO. as well as having held beet!'
faculty and administrative positions at tl•
Orono campus. As yet. Ellis has ii
accepted the search committee's invitatio
to be interviewed.
The candidates chosen from other areas
of the nation include: Dr. Frank C
Abbott. a 55-sear-old Massachusetts
native Abbott graduated from Cornell and
received his Ph.D from Harvard in 195n.
He was formerly. the academic vice-presi-
dent of the University of Montana. and is
presently the Executive Director of the
',continued in page eleven*
Senate debates UMO-BCC activity fee split
A change in the split of student activity
fees between the Bangor and Orono
k a mpu%e%. and the 19'5- "n student
government budget were major items on
the agenda at the Senate meeting luesday
night.
The proposed change in the activity let-
split would allow the BCC student
government tee collect an actiyity fee troy,
all students residing on the Bangor
campus. and Orono student government t
collect from students residing on the
Or eine' campus. The final decision for
the prop,,sed change rests with the
administratie yr • the resolution passed
fuesday only gave Senate support to the
measure.
Forme; Vice President Mark Hopkins
said there are approximately 1,000
two-year students on the Orono campus.
wile) have never attended a class at BCC.
but still pay the BCC activity fee. They
also were allowed to vote on the activity.
tee Increase two necks ago. even though
they were not invoked. If the
administration ,-hangos the current billing
policy. Hopkins said the Orono student
government would COMC out better for the
change.
Senate funding for presidential and
vie-presidential campaigns came up next.
with a proposed allocation of 5100 tee he'
split among all candidates ;Lime-army
the ballet I he measure also pros ide‘i 1.1
a spending limit of S"5 per candidate. and
S12:; per ticket Cindidates are presently
allowed to spend $100 in their campaigns.
President James McGowan. sponsor of
the proposal, said it "would allow the
candidates to get the exposure they
need.''
Jamie Eves, a candidate for vice-presi-
dent in the April election, said the
resolution should pass "because we ar.
students, not rt propit Atter
debate, the measure %k as tabled to allow
the budget tobediscussed. since it was of
primary importance.
In discussing the budget. each section
was taken up and voted on separately. No
changes could be made in the budget as
presented. without sending an entire
section back to the finance committee for
their appro e:
(.0.4.rnmeno
.tritilual Budget 11973-1976)
Student Government
Rt-Qt t SI sLREI_L_ .11_1_0s_ 1110%
515.000 $150 514.4se
Student Activities Board 35.b00 3.425 32.1-5
Off-Campus Board n.450 500 I .650 4.800
Inter Dorm Board ".000 7.000
UMO Fraternity Board 2.400 2.400
Student Services Board h "51 1.056 7.05
Community Action Board 13.0'7.42 400 1.2(1." 10.451.1'
Children'. Center 2.500 2.500
Undetgraduate Business Association lv 540 330
Faculty Evaluation 1.300 1.100
Memorial Union Activities Board 36.000 16,000
Si le).0.1ti 42 540o S.54- S120 n01
ESPE("T El) KEN ENUE studc.o. A: S2(1 :••••
BUDGET
GENERAL FUND iSurplu% Fund-
5132.000.00
120.601.1-
S! I .34t1.83
The first part. student government
operating expenses. was rejected for not
providing a cost-cif-living salary increase
for the office's full-time secretary. Sen
Dan O'Leary recommended the salary be
increased to 54.'50 annually . a 10 per cer!
increase over the current 54.100.
In discussing the InterClorm Board',
budget. O'Leary said "the salaries are to •
and should be brought down in lir.
with the other boards It as pointed ow
IDB also administers 514.0(X) from th.
housing office generated from room arm.
board revenues. After little debate. tht
section as accepted as presented.
The Student Services Board budget
received criticism from UMVets. due to a
$300 cut in social activities. The money
VI a% to be used for orientation sessions at
the beginning of each semester. After
contending parties and beer were limited
as much as possible. the section was
accepted.
Other sections in the budget—Student
Activities Rivard. Children's Centel.
Off-Campus Board, and the Community
Action Board—were accepted with little
debate.
Budgets for the Undergraduate Busi-
ness As•41c131'on• Facultv Evaluation.
and Mt AB were continued to next week
due t lack of quorum
In other business. the Senate allocated
$44N to the Lacrosse. Club. to be used for
travel and referee expenses.
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Trustee bill received favorably
The student trustee bill ILD 1393) was
unopposed during public hearings before
the Joint Legislative Committee on
Education Tuesday.
Student Government President Jim.
McGowan said "the idea got a favorable
reception."
Education Committee Chairman Bennet
D. Katz commented that "testimony tends
to be rather favorable on such a bill."
The bill was not without its problems.
however. Questions of a technical nature
about the bill's wording were brought up,
and disagreement was expressed about
how a student trustee should be chosen
for how long.
Katz complained that "the bill itself was
not in very good form," and added "it
was rushed through in the zealousness to
put a student on the Board of Trustees."
Sen. Theodore Curtis, sponsor of LD
1393. explained that the final draft of the
bill wasn't printed for presentation to the
committee due to a bureaucratic error in
the state printing office. Curtis made
corrective amendments during his
presentation.
An assistant to Acting Chancellor
Stanley Freeman said the university
administration is "neither for nor against
the bill." The assistant said that Herbert
L. Fowle. Jr., vice chancellor for business
and financial affairs, presented a letter to
the committee from the chancellor's office
and testified on another bill, LD 1420, but
didn't testify on the student trustee bill.
Katz said "the university raised some
questions on some technical areas,•• and
added "Fowle made some constructive
su
The technical problems of the bill until
it is changed are: 11 the current Board of
Trustees' terms would be terminated 30
days after enactment of the bill; 2) the bill
should read the governor "appoints".
rather than nominates, a student trustee
with Executive Council approval; and 3)
the bill would have to be reenacted if the
University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments IUMOSG) should
ever change its name.
The chancellor's assistant thought the
errors were the result of amending
legislation that has already been
amended many times.
According to Curtis. there is some
disagreement as to whether UMOSG
should pick the student trustee or whether
a popular election should be held on all
campuses. He pointed out that an election
would be "slow, time-consuming and
expensive" and would probably' result in
the trustee always coming from the Orono
campus, but adds that "it doesn't matter"
which method is enacted.
LD 1393 calls for a five-year term. but
former trustee Rep. Steven Hughes
supported a three-year term for a student
trustee, according to McGowan. Curtis
said that makes no difference either.
Curtis said the legislature will have to
decide whether to retain a 15-member
Board of Trustees, replacing a current
trustee with a student, or to enlarge the
board to 16 by adding a student. Either
method would be acceptable as there will
soon be two vacancies on the board, when
trustees Lawrence Cutler and Jean
Sampson's terms expire May 26.
Curtis favors "permanant input from
the student body" in the form of a student
trustee because of his experience as a
Unity College trustee. He said "the
student trustee provides many helpful
suggestions."
Construction bill meets 'mixed'
Hearings were conducted Wednesday
on two bills for construction funds for all
campuses in the UM system.
The first bill. LD 1341, is for approval t4
a bond issue referendum to raise
S6.500.000 for buildings on the Portland
Gorham. Farmington and Augusta
campuses. Sponsored by former university
trustee Stephen Hughes ID-Auburn). the
proposed legislation represents the first
Circe parts of the "priority three" section
of the trustees budget. drawn up in
November. 19-4.
According to Herb Fov. le. vice
chancellor for business and financial
affairs, the funds are being sought in
separate legislation, rather than as a
package. because of the problems
encountered by the university in its
funding this year.
The second bill. LD 1342. is labeled
•emergency". and represents prvirthes
one and two. Hughes said he asked for the
emergency designation. '• because many of
buildings isuth as UMas English-
Math buildIngi art already under
construction." The bill states. "certain
obligations and expenses will bec ime
due... on...July 1. 19-5." If passed as a
regular piece of legislation, the funding
would not be available until 90 days after
the adjournment of the legislature, a date
which, many sources agree. may not
arrive until early summer.
However, an emergency bill requires a
two-thirds approval of both the House and
the Senate. an event which. Hughes
concedes, is at best improbable.
"It would he best as an emergency
bill." he said. 'But I would he willing to
change it to a regular bill. if there are
political problems w tth passing it as an
emergency measure."
Hughes said there was mixed reaction
from the Appropriations Committee
Wednesday when the hill's merits were
discussed.
j"Nobody testified against the bill."
Hughes noted. "But that doesn't really
mean anything." He said eight people
testified for the passage of ID's 1341 and
1342. including himself, the co-sponsors of
the bill. Fowle. and the presidents of the
UMPPG. UMA. and UMF campuses.
"The whole subject of funding we left
up to the Appropriations Committee," he
added. "They are free to approve whether
it would he best as a bond issue, or to take
the money from surpluses, the general
fund or wherever."
Hughes said he could not speculate on
the bills' chances before the legislature.
since there were both opponents and
proponents on the committee. But he
reaction
thinks the bills have a "reasonably good
chance."
"They meet very present needs. Some
of the buildings on these campuses are
deplorable. Also there is a desire to give a
stimulus to the construction industry in
his state." he explained. "M% contention
is that on a bond issue you're talking
about the long-range situation. These
needs will not go away. and they're going
to get more and more expensiye to fulfill.
the longer we wait."
Me(i school bill
passes committee
The legislature's Education Committee.
headed by. Sen. Bennett Katz (R•Augusta)
met Thursday and barely approved ID
'7-3 the bill that would give a legislative
nod to the proposed University if Maine
School of Medicine
The hill. spons,rt:o by Seri Minnow
Cummings tR-Newptirt). %%on out in a
vote of t':e committee, with all three
Senators. including Katz the chairman.
voting against the measure
The bill is expetted to be brought
before the full Senate within a week.
what's on
FRIDAY. MAY2
PAUL BUNYAN WEEKEND—Par-
ade through complexes. 3 p.m.
PAUL BUNYAN WEEKEND—
Songs and Stories. Damn l'anket 4
p m.
PRE-THEATRE CANDLELIGHT
DINNERS— Ford Room. Memorial
Union. Call -1-8 for reservations. 6
p.m.—curtain.
1VCF— Bangor Room. Memorial
Union.6:30 p.m.
FILM—"The Sorrow and the Pity,"
sponsored by. the Lord Fund. 130
Little Hall. 6:30 p.m. Free.
FILM—"Illusions of a Lady" (X/
and "What Every Boy. & Girl Should
Know.•• 153 Barrows Hall. 630, S.
9:30. 11 p.m
MEETING—Wilde-Stein Club. Coe
Loungt . Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MUAB MONIE— "Monkey Bust-
nesc.- 100 Nutting Hall. 7 & 9:30
p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE—
presents Aesthylus's "Oresteia..•
Hauck Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
RAMS HORN COFFEEHOUSE—
Lee Ann Rosin will sing Mitchell.
DI an. Bac/ and Coggin% &
Messina. as well as original songs.
& 10:15 p.m. Donations requested.
SATURDAY. MAY 3
PAPER RECYCLING— cosponsored
by the L.M0 Effluent Society and
the Orono LConsersation Commis-
sion. Bring bundled paper tail kinds
iceeptable) to collection truck at
Orono parking lot on Bennoch Road.
9 am. - 12 noon.
VARSITY BASEBALL-- •vvith New
Hampshire. Alumni Fie:d. 12 noon.
MUAB MOVIE— "Sabotage" and
"Milestones in Animation." 100
Nutting Hall, & 9:10 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE—
presents Aeschvlus•s • "Orestcia."
Hauck Auditorium. S:I5 p.m.
RAM'S HORN COFFEEHOUSE—
Steve Blanchard who is tunny. funky
and or.ginal will sing sensitive
songs that !ease you laughing and
crying, all at met. 9 & 10:15 p.m.
Donations requested.
SUNDAY MAY4
BAND CONCERT— Fred Heath.
conductor. Hauck Auditorium.
P.m'
RAMS HORN COFFEEHOUSE—
Bob Childs. 9 & 10.15 p.m.
Donations requested.
MONDAY. MAY
SANDWICH CINEMA- THREE
Woods ixoodp..kt:r tartoons. North
Lown Room. Memorial Union. 12
no, .
MEETING— Maine Peace Action
Committee, S. Town Room. Memor-
ial Union, 3:45 p.m.
FILM— Science Fiction. "2001: A
Space Odyssey." Hauck Auditorium
6:30 and 9:30 p.m. (Advance ticket
salts. 9 a.m • 3 p.m. in the booth
outside the Bears Den 1
MEETING— Fencing Club. Lengyel
G‘mna, ium. 6 p.m.
CREATIVE PLAY SEMINAR—
Recreation for all ages. FFA Room.
Memorial Union. - p.m.
TUTORING— All tutoring lounges
will he opened from p.m. • 9 p.m.
except where indicated. Watch for
the posted hours.
RECITAL-- Frederick Cahn.
y iolontello: Norman Cazden, piano.
Lord Hall Recital Hall. 8.15 p.m.
News Briefs
Joseph H. Robertson, president of
Donitar Pulp and Paper Products. Ltd.,
has accepted appointment to serve as a
meniher of the niamagement panel at the
16th Pulp and Paper Summer Institute
June 6 to 13. robertson. a native of
Manitoba and a graduate of the Univesitv
of Toronto, was employed by Domtar in
1941 as research assistant. He was later
appointed technical director and then
transferred to manufacturing operations.
He was appointed vice president and
general manager and elected president of
the company last year.
A program on the Natural history if
wolves will be presented this Tuesday by
Dr. Charles Borger, veterinarian and a
member of the North American
Association for the Preservation of
Predatory Animals. Focusing on myth-
ology. evolution, behavior and ecology.
the 7:30 p.m program will include a 45
minute slide presentation and a film.
"Death of a Legend." The program is
sponsored by the student chapter of the
Wildlife Society.
Student scholarly achievement and
taculty teaching and research excellence
were recognized last Thursday at the 15th
annual Scholastic Hower Societies Ilempset
Philosophy professor Eritrea R. Sharpen
and Geological Sciences Professor George
H. Denton were awarded respectively the
Maine Distinguished Professor Award and
the presidential Research Achievement
Award, both accompanied by awards of
$1500. Denton is the second faculty
member recieye the Research Achiey ment
Award, established last year b% President
Neville.. and Skorpen is the 13th recipeint
of the Distinguished Maine Professor
Award
Former Go% ernor Kenneth M. Curtis
will he the keynote speaker at a workshop
on Opennews la Government Saturday.
May 10 at the Treadway -Samoset Resort
in Rockport. sponsored by the Maine
Chapter of the American Society for
Publi. Admintstration.Reservations should
he sent to UMO's Bureau of Public
Administration, which acts as ASPA's
secretariat. to, Ma'. ".
Three trees, two birches and one
sycamore. have been transplanted from
the forestry nursery to the Fay Highland
11.nanical Plantation near the Stillwater
River the trees had grown in the nursery
"Far beyond transplantablity.•• according
to Teri" McGovern. who works at the
arboretum.
Four cabineers Yoluriteered to trans-
plant the trees last weekend. "Problems
with the nursery arose from lack of
tundmg by the uniyersity." McGovern
said. The yoluntters, Indudirig MtGoy ern
Larry Ememon, Tom Lvona and Bruce
Graham transplanted the trees. which had
oown to proportion.. %%Inch precluded
their transplantation by a single person.
as is usually done.
Willis A. Lord . state executive director
of the Maine State Agriculture
Stabilization and Conservation services
(ASCS1 office at UMO. has announced
$2,014,522 is the initial allocation of funds
for the 1975 Agricultural ('onsersation
Program 'ACP) in Maine.
"With the recent announcement of the
cost-sharing program by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA).
authority to develop practices needed to
solve farm conservation pros (ems is beim;
delegated io each of the USD.A•s
farmer-elected county ASC committees in
consultation with the county program
development group." Lord said.
The $2,014,522 allocation for Maine
includes $1,532.000 to finance ACP in
1975 and S4112.522 to fulls fund the
long-term agreements signed under the
1974 tonsery Alton program. rhe national
funding is currently projected at
SI44.250.000 for ACP arid $33,750,000 for
remaining 1974 long-term agreement
obIi gations.
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Screw editor speaks
on first ammendment
"M-st Americans know more about
bins 'Imo their teeth than abut sex.-
C,,Idstein. the publisher of St reti
mago•ine ond X-rated lecturer. addressed
2.() students in the Memorial Gymnasium
T•nAisday night and commented tin the
sexual mores of this country.
"Society puts y alues on certain things.
II s.,ciety disappr.yes of something. like
%es marquanna use. the% make sou feel
guilts." Goldstien said. "But sexualitsis
',coll.'s and shouldn't be supressed.
Pe-ple 'lase no right to tell you you
• ,uldn't slew erotic
•,,oktsteni related how he and the late
Jun But kley started Screws. sesen ears
S.RX) and watc'ied it grow into a
million-dollar enterprise.
• • We started out res iev. ing
moyoes. But we weren't interested
Ptorni,
in the
acting or the we'inical aspects of the film.
We rated it on how many hard-u ns
\se.ser got." 6.4dstein said.
Screis maganne. one issue of w!iieli IA as
distiibuted I., fie audience free of charge
lasted sesen sears despite seseral
oi rests. Goldstein maintained the sup-
p1e...1-n perpetuated Screw's existence.
" I T proof of the success of Screw is
,at is that it has been suppressed. This is
pi ,hably the first issue you pe,,ple hase
seen. But MC hase not copped out despite
all lie arrests.- Goldstien said. "Sere% is
t 'tails innosati‘e. It fills a gap. N„ one
"as copied us because t•ies don't want t,,
spend tone in jail."
/dstein spoke for ab,,ut a ii h,iur. after
VV. 'IC, he entertained questions from the
group. Goldstein intimidated one toes.
tioner by saying he rec,,gni/ed him from a
classified ad in Screw and that his
••tionkey is on the way.-
Goldstein admitted most p 'graphs
is dull. simplistic, and boring. "But the
rig•it for it to exist transcends the
immediate issue of piirin,graphy."
Tie audience was generally enthusias-
tic to Goldstein 's explicit remarks. He
prefaced his speech by delaring his
remarks would contain words that may
seem ,,ffensiye to people. Questions
ranged fr.,in Cie legal aspects of his
arrests I fie sexual skills of porn star
Linda 1 ,selace.
tr,Idstien said present laws regarding
and pr.istitution sh‘iuld be
aband...ied. but stripped %lion of
ads. ,eating complete min-ceosiirship.
"A% long as we !lase dumb laws
regarding sex. Ne vA ill cinitinue to have a
pre- ,ccupation pornography.. But I
t censiirs'iip is acceptable in
prese:iting c''ildren from %it.% iiig pornii-
giop',s. and I don't think is, ,rnographic
materials s•i,,uld be s'iown ansbody
d want to see.- Godstein said.
Goldstein closed with a quote from
Lewis Bruce. one of the few people the
publis.‘ei said he admired: "America is
the .ifily country that will break high sour
legs and then arrest you for walking with a
Page T twee
.4/ Goldstem. editor ol Screw maga:me. told over 200
students Thursdav night that • 'Amen( il /N the fatly iiiuttlrs
that %ill tweak hi sour legs. and theft arrest vitt, for
svalktiig tiith limp
Students facing increasing legal hassles
by Demob Sale,
Since last fall approximately. 200
Uniyersity of Maine students h•ye been
inyolyed with problems requiring legal
assistame. The majority of these have
been matrimonial cases dealing with
diyorce. custody. Or support problems
Landlord-tenant problems. consumer
problems, and traffic y iolations are also
major headaches for students
It can be Yery difficult for students '4)
find good cheap legal advice. It has been
customary for Its a courts to yiev, with
doolayor students who claim they. cannot
afford an attorney in the hopes legal
assistance will he provided by the court.
Students are also ignorant of the
:limpidities of landlord-tenant contracts.
A recent .iiSC in Veazie involved a UMO
.tudent who was locked out of th, r house
is the landlord over a rent dispute. No
!viction notice was gissnt by the landlord
mor to his actions and when the student
aas finally able to enter the house, many.
it ehr belongings had been confiscated.
c.rsuniably by the landlord.
Although this is an extreme case when a
,andlord clearly siolates the law, in mans.
:aces students do not know the exte•.e of
their rights. According to Jamie Eves,
student senator who is involved with legal
aid at UMO. cases like this one are on the
rise
"Many times landlords decide they.
want to get out of a contract with a tenant
and get another tenant in under a new
contract. The way they go about this is
sometimes illegal." Eves said
Between the hours of 10 and 12 on
Wednesday and Thursday mornings it is
not unusual to see six or eight students
waiting in the Student Government offices
in Lord Hall to he admitted into the
oniference room. They wait t see R
B Christensen. UMO's legal advisor for
students. Christensen. a Card:itar native.
is employed by the Student Government to
meet with students for four hours a week.
For his services he receives 54.000
collected from the activities fee and
allocated by the student government.
'If the cops would
follow bankers as
much as they do long-
haired students, they
would find just as many
violations of the law'
-Russ Christiensen
Christensen graduated from New lurk
Unisersits Law School in M.S. He
returned to Maine and passed the bar
exam in 14-3 and worked for Pine Tree
Legal Assistance where he insists he
became '•raclicalired." Last fall he
became employed by the Student
Government as a legal advisor.
'I'm contracted to work four hours a
week but I'm actually putting in about
eight or ten. I usually meet with lb or 20
students a week with legal problems...
explained Christensen.
Although he performs much-needed
service of legal counseling. Christensen
connot go the extra mile and fight cases in
court because his salary cannot bear the
additional court costs.
"Generally I tell the student what he
can expect when he appears in court and
what his options are." he said. "I feel that
the studttn needs an attorney I can then
recommend one.''
Christensen rarely refers the students to
himself since he feel this would violate his
own personal ethics and create conflicts of
interest For the one case he did accept.
Christensen refused payment But if he
could afford it. Christensen maintains he
would defend students in court.
"Eighty or flinty per cent of the cases I
give advice to would go differently if the
student hod a law ser. Particularls with
landlord-tenant problems. landlords would
ie sers reluctant to pull sonic of ths
:hes do it they knew the student had an
ittorney." Christensen said.
The Orono-Old Town police hase a
'endency to persecute %L.: is for their
ifesty les. Christensen helixes, rather than
lealing with them strictly as law breakers.
"I -lc the cops would follow bankers as
-nuch as they do on, h .:Pel students. the'.
Nould find just as many violations of the
law. That., the hardest part about the job.
watching these students getting fucked
over by the cops and the legal system...
Christensen said. "If I could go into court
with these students. I would insist on a
trial by jury for every one of them make
'em prose it. After eight or 10 turs trials a
week from these students." the District
Attorney would tell these cops to tighten
up on their arrests."
Eves agrees with Christensen.
"The police in this area can be a little
prejudiced towards students. It runs in
cycles.- Eves claimed.
To combat this problem of legal hassles
of the students. Student Government.
along with Christensen. is invoked in the
establishment of a prepaid legal
assistance program for students. Under
this program. students could employ to
fight the battle in court at no personal
expense. Eyes, along with Robert Barry.
chair the pre paid legal committee of the
CTiolent Senate Senate President James
McGowan. former head of the committee.
has applied fo federal funding under the
CETA (Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act) program to foot the bill for
the legal sersice.
"We have applied for $24418 to cover
the costs, but this does not cover ost chea
expenses such as telephone, lights. or a
law library."' McGowan said
The CETA funds would pros ide the pay
for a lawyer ($11.508), a paralegal
assistant ($8.280). and a part time
secretary. I54.8301. The chance of
receiving federal assistance is questiona-
ble at present.
.•A lot of congressmen are tacking on all
kinds ot programs on the CETA hill for the
folks Kok home. This is making passage
of the hill esen more difficult%.•'
McGowan explained. •'We prohabls won't
know it we will get the mimes until this
summer some time."
Thu pre-paid legal committee is try ing
to develop a program that will not need
federal funds and will work until aid is
asailable. One was to get more money is
requiring Bangor Community College
students who live on this campus to pas
the actly its fee here. This would generate
a 512.000 increase in the actis its fee
mimes. enough to pay a law ser.
Work-studs students could he employed
as a paralegal assistants to do research
for the lawyer. This is one of the avenues
the pre-paid legal committee is exploring.
If funds arc found. Christensen
expects to he hired full-time next year.
Most student government leaders agree
that his performance as legal advisor
warrants his return. If the senate cannot
fund a full-tunic program. Christensen will
return next year to continue the present
program. He also plans to hold seminars
to inform studetns of their legal rights so
students will know the nc.. time a
landlord or an officer of the . ,versteps
their legal houndry
'Landlords would be
very reluctant to
pull some of the shit
they do if they knew
the student had
an attorney
-Russ Christiensen
•
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Sorrow and the Pity is
a cinematic masterpiece
By Bill Gerdes
Marcel Ophul's epic The
Sorrow and the Pity is a
monumental cinematic achieve-
ment. Running nearly four-anda-
half hours, it is an absorbing
document of France and its
people during the Nazi occu-
pation and Vichy regime (1940-44
Employing old newsreels and
interviews with survivors of the
war, the facts are separted from
the glorified legends. Legend
would have had us believe that
all Frenchmen joined the
Resistance, but the film proves
actual collaborate to the extent
that even some very high officials
helped in the most gruesome of
Hitler's endeavors.
Originally produced for French
television, the film is at times
such a damnation of the
behaviour of the occupied
country that it was refused
showing on the French TV
network and Ophuls had to show
it in commercial theaters instead.
There was still a national uproar
as a result.
The film won a special award
from the National Society 01 Film
Critics, and Pauline Kael wrote
in the New Yorker that it is "s
magnificent epic on the themes
of collaboration and resistance.
People who lived through the
German occupation tell us what
they did during that catastrophic
period. and we see and hear
evidentc that corroborates or
corrects or sometimes flatly
contradicts them. As the per-
spectives ramify—when we see
the people as they are now. and
in old snapshots and newsreel
footage, as they were then, we
begin to get a sense of living in
history: A hint.: sense of what it
was like to participate in the
moral drama of an occupied
nation than we have ever before
had. There's nothing comparable
to The Sorrow and the Pay.
Sponsored by the Lord fund
and the history' department, the
film will be shown tonight at t1:30
p.m. in 130 Little Hall
(unfortuantely. because Little:s
sound system is horrendous.) • dolf Hitler
Classifieds
SUMMER JOB- 11975 Just printed.
1000's of entries. A must for all lot
searchers who are serious „bout
finding summer employment. Mail
$5.95 to American Research Ltd.
449 Hamilton Arc. Palo Alto. Calif.
44304
APARTMENT TO SUBLET FOR
THE SUMMER 1 rooms
furnished. I mile from campus.
Route 2. Orono. $150 month. Call
Eric 866-4945.
HOUSE TO SUBLET- June. July.
and August. 4 Bedrooms, close to
campus. S120, month. 866-44164.
NO HIKING/trail/outdoors club in
your home town? Send SI for
pamphlet. "How to Organize a Trail
Club. INTERNATIONAL BACK-
PACKERS ASSN.. P.O. Box 8S-MC,
Lincoln Center, Milne 04458.
TERM PAPERS! North America's
largest service. For catalogue send
$2 to Essay Services, P.O. Box 1218.
Niagra Falls, New York, 14302. Also
campus representative required.
Please write. (416) 366-6549.
OPPORTUNITY, spare time, earn
up to $100 weekly in your home
addressing circulars! List of firms
with offers sent for just $200!
Guaranteed! W.G. Smith Enter-
prises. Box 561-CO. Sunnyvale.
Calif .94088
vamenterarn
moat mow itga NUM
SAIL %ACM*
Bunyan Weekend
features rock concert
Paul Runyon Weekend, sponsored by
the Memorial Union Activities Board, will
begin this friday and run through
Saturday night with games. a one-band
rock concert, a torchlight parade, and
parties in every campus dorm complex.
Beginning Friday. at 4 p.m., Sandy Ives
will be singing and telling folk tales on the
steps of the Memorial Union.
Starting at 8 p.m.. the untsersity band
will be leading a torchlight parade ending
at the steps of the Memorial Gym where
the rock group. McTavish. will be
performing until I a. m.
Also, at intermission time, there will be
a Paul Runyon Look-Alike Contest. The
winner will receive a six pack of beer and
a mustache cup.
All da% Saturday there will he contests
including a flapjack-eating contest.
beer-chugging. frog-jumping. and a
three-legged race, as well as others.
Beginning at 10 a.m.. the Northeast
Woodsmen Competition will be held
behind York Hall and will run until 4 p.m.
• 
RESEARCH PAPERS
mosiworrir
gyro. mot
Xiip/1113194/a./.011111
YOU'RE WEARING
CONTACTS.
WE CAN MAKE THE
WEARING EASIER.
A lot easier.
You know that taking care of
your contact lenses can be a real
hassle.
You have to use a solution for
wetting. Another one for soaking.
Still another one for cleaning. And
maybe even another one for cushioning.
But now there'sTotalS The
all-in-one contact lens solution that
wets, soaks, cleans and cushions.
It's a lot easier
than having to use
4 different solutions.
There are two
good ways to buy
Total'—the 2 oz.
size and the 4 oz.
size. Totals 2 oz. has
a free. mirrored lens
storage case, and the new economy
4 oz. size saves you 25%.
Totals is available at the
campus bookstore or your local
drugstore.
And we're so sure youll like
Totals that well give you your second
bottle free. Just send a Total' boxtop
with your name. address and college
name to:
Total, Allergan
Pharmaceuticals
2525 Dupont Drive
Irvine, California 92664
Limit one per person.
Offer expires
July 31,1975i
TOTAL' MAKES THE WEARING EASIER.
Available at the UMO Bookstore
May 2, 11
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THE ELEMENTS OF COMFORT:
AIR
The never before INFLATE A-110 is the most
revolutionary break through in bedding in
years INFLATE A In matches the stability
and comfort of the expensive mattress be
cause of its unique patented • "air coir
construction INFLATE A-8E1 reinforces and
supports body weight by equalizing the air
pressure and flow through the "air cools' cells
INFLATE ASO is constructed of rugged
Poly Vinyl with a soft velvet like upper finish
INFLATE A SO will serve as your custom
mattress and you ran use your regular fitted
sheets INFUTE A IN inflates in lust 2 to 3
minutes by using an ordinary home vacuum
cleaner and the special adaptor which is
included in the INFLATE AIRS storage pack
age If you want the bed therapeutically
harder - inflate it more If you want to sleep
with more sexuality— deflate it lust a bit
INFUTEASE0 needs no frame or box
springs but can be set in a waterbed frame
or placed on box springs if desired
This "spare bedroom can be easily de
fisted and reduced to the size of an attache
case Store it in your closet then you'll be
prepared for expected or unexpected guests
THE COZINESS OF FEATHERS WITHOUT FEATHERS
THE SUPPORT OF SPRINGS WITHOUT SPRINGS
THE SEXUALITY OF WATER WITHOUT WATER.
ENJOY INFLATE-A-BED It's Your Bed—It's Your Body
WATER
from
$ 1 90 •
Complete WATERBEDS
with HEATER and RAISED, Four Posted, Frame
AND
BEANS 1
And remember INFLATE A-110 can be used
outdoors just as well It's a great bed for the
amper, trailer, or even on the ground under
your sleeping bag or in place of it If you're
away from electricity, take along an inexpen
sive bellows type foot pump The INFLATE A
WI construction is so amazing that the
growing inflatable boat industry employs
virtually the same material Yes, INFLATE A
BEI is great as a floating raft, whether
poolside or at the lake
The never before INFLATE A III is the most
revolutionary breakthrough in years IN
FLA 4-11t1 comes in Twin Double and
3ueen size Give yourself a gift or give
INFUTEAJED to a friend Order INFLATE A
BED today
•Twin 70.00
•Double 80.00
•Queen 94.50
•King 115.00
BEANBAG CHAIRS
29.95 to 59.95
vinyl or fur
Both Modern and Contemporary Furniture
Bank Financing Avialable 35 FRANKLIN St.
Bangor, Maine
The Comfort Shoppe Te!‘ 947-7118
Library bags $5200 professors bag p
U pie in the eve
is worth two in the bush ...
4
I
A total of 55.200 will be given to the library from the
funds raised on Maine Day. The money will be used to
buy equipment for a student listening lounge and
seminar rooms. $6,695 was raised from all the events
but some of it will be used to pay for expenses. The
dance marathon netted a total of 55.606
Calling the day a success. Rita Sysko. Chairperson
of Maine Day said, "I expected a lot of kids to leave
for the day. it can only be expected. But those who
stuck around got the benefit of the day from the
activities offered." She had expected to raise $10.000.
Last year the money from Maine Day went to the
Second Century Fund, and nearly $10,000 was raised.
Sysko said that the library staff was fantastic in
cooperating. They had serveal booths set up in the
library selling baked goods, book plates, and crafts.
The dance marathon was the biggest event,
sponsored by the Panhellenic Council. Twenty one out
of 28 couples finished the 24-hour marathon. The
winners were Karen Conner and Bob Baker of Stodder
Hall. Raising $960, they won the first prize, a trip to
Bermuda. Dancers were given a break every four
hours. Special contests were
night, including a cheering
contest.
A new event for Maine C
Pie-in-the-face event. Contrac
professors and students. Thom
face covered with whipped cre.
the day
Those 'hit by "hitmen" hai
time in most cases, according
those students hit could be t
contract out On them. Profess
insure that no negative action
Sysko said that most professo
were going to be hit, but did r
they would get hit She said a
be carried out. because a lo
found. $74 was earned in thi
According to Sysko, all contra(
on Maine Day.
Two events were cancelled
the super-stars contest. The
canceled due to lack of partic
PLAYBOTwas there while it was being made, AND YOU
read about it. W, AT LAST YOU CAN SEE ITI
1,
40
"KINKINESS IS
THE KEY.
'ILLUSIONS OF
A LADY IS NO COP
OUT AS A CORNUCOPIA
OF FORBIDDEN FRUIT."
Bruce Williamson PLAYBOY
44,
Thurs.: May 1: 100 Nutting
Fri.: May 2: 153 Barrows
6.30, 8:00. 9:30. and 11:00 p.m.
Admission $1
•
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COLOR x ADULTS ONLY
-THE LAST OF THE 'QUALITY'
HARDCORE FEATURES. UN-
DOUBTEDLY OFFERS ALL
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Rumor has it Pie-in-the-Face. Inc.
gtpt cicutied mil ...
with water balloons
Specia contests were held through out the
ht, including a cheering contest and jitterbug
'test.
new event for Maine Day this year was the
-in-the-face event. Contracts were taken out on
ilessors and students. Those contracted found their
e covered with whipped cream at some time during
day
'hose 'hit . by "hitmen" had been notified ahead of
le in most cases, according to Sysko. She said that
ise students hit could be told who had taken the
itract out on them Professors were not told, to
ure that no negative action would be taked in class.
iko said that most professors were notified if they
re going to be hit, but did not know when or where
would get hit. She said a lot of contracts couldn't
carried out. because a lot of people couldn't be
nd. $74 was earned in the Pie-in-the-face event.
:ording to Sysko, all contracts had to be carried out
Maine Day.
rwo events were cancelled, the band concert and
super-stars contest. The super-stars contest was
iceled due to lack of participation.
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PLACE YOUR FTD ORDER NOW,
SO YOUR LOCAL FLORIST
CAN DELIVER ARRANGEMENTS
AT HOME TO YOUR MOTHER,
YOUR WIFE, OR YOUR GIRL.
FLOWERING PLANTS AND
GREEN PLANTS ALSO
AVAILABLE
ñkZ Cat !lyrist itg,
46 Main St., Orono 866 210G
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HANSON'S
FOR
Silver Compasses
and
Backpacking Stoves
395 So. Main St. Brewer
Tel. 989-7250
AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER
NEW — PARTS — useD
FOR
MOST EVERY CAR
special Price
Consideration
For Students & Faculty
Penobscot Auto Co.
MAIN RD ORONO
 •
NEEDED
Darkroom Supervisor
1 6mm Projectionists
Bookkeeper
SALARIED
POSITION
Students may Dick uo
aoolications in MUAB
office, 2nd floor Union
Deadline for aoolications
May 5. 1975
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
use Maine Campus Classifieds
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One last hurrah for Bill Gordon
Well, we're going to do it. We're going to do
the most unspeakable, the most unpopular thing
we could ever hope in this world (and the next) to
do.
This, believe it or not, is a defense of Bill
Gdrdon. Not his views, which we don't always
agree with, but a defense of his right his ability
and his accomplishments.
Now, we don't know art all that well, but we
know what we like, which is not always what
Gordon likes. Sin fact, almost every one of his
reviews sparks some kind of heated discussion in
these foolscap-laden offices. And that, dear
friends, is the point
You can walk into the Den or the Yankee any
day of the•week and find someone, somewhere,
talking about what that jerk Gordon had to say
ST4T
Steye Parker, Editor
Kate .Anso, Managing Editor
Joe Michaud. News Editor
Sharon ikon, Copy Editor
Tom BassoIs, Sports Editor
SteYe A ard, Graphic- Arts Director
Dace Row son, Darkroom Technician
John Snell, Production Assistant
Luke Guerrette. Business Manager
Mark Ha,es. Ads ertising Director
Dennis Bailey, Circulation Manager
Jeff W. Beebe. Washington Bureau Chief
Nam" Osborne, Cartoonist. etc.
Thomas Dexter Morse, Assistant etc.
!he ‘1Aim a mpus ts a semi A eelil• journal of neus.
arts. in•; r puhlished Tuesda•• and Fridass the
students of the Uni•ersit• of Maine at Orono Editonal
and business office • are located in 106 Lord Hall on the
Orono campus Telephone 1207/St41--S3l
Mail suhs•riptions A ithin the continental L tilted !states
are S4 per .ear or SS per semester Distribution to
designated pick-up points on the Orono and Bangor
campuses is free
Letters to the editor should he addressed to /Ado,
Maine Campos. lOn Lord Hall. Urnyersity of main,
Orono. Maine 044-3 Please limit all letters to 5.00 %ord.
or les, The Campos resenes the right to edit all
letter. Please sign sour name and address. although
th, • ill be %nhheld on request Unsigned letters A ill not
k. rtilslished
Commentary
this time. Note the number of letters which have
appeared on these pnges in the past few weeks,
or months, or years, defending the opposite point
of view from Gordon's. We think any one person
who can spark so much debate on one subject
deserves some kind of credit.
But that is a minor point.
Sure, he's arrogant, one-sided, and often
derisive. He puts down a lot of things we all hold
dear. He even went so far as to put us all down in
his April 11 commentary, in which he uttered the
now-often-quoted phrase, "world's cultural
cowbarn shitpile," referring , of course, to this
hallowed institution of learning.
But think about it for a minute.
Strip away the arrogance of that remark, and
you have, we think, a valid point. No matter how
much exposure to the "finer things in life" you
get, you still don't have enough. When you think
you've hit the pinnacle of culture (which. Gordon
will concede, he has not) it's time to hang up the
eyeglasses and topple over into a felt-lined coffin.
Bill Gordon has done more than any other
person to bring fine entertainment to this
campus. Many of the films we have enjoyed in
Hauck ,were whether we realize it or not,
brought here by Gordon himself (with the
financial assistance of ouch varied groups as
MUAB, the Lord Fund, and the Art Dept.)
Remember the Brando festival? The Bergman
festival? Etc.? Yup. Gordon. Behind them all. He
didn't bring these films here to watch in the
comfort of his room, he wanted everyone to see
what can be done on celluloid.
This is Bill's last semester here at UMO. And
we think he deserves a round of applause for
what he has done for us while he has been here.
No student on this campus knows as much about
film as he does.That, in itself, is tribute enough.
Maine Campus
EDITORIALS
With or without CE1A
We applaud the effort of the Student
Government to establish a pre-paid legal service
for UMO students next year. We believe that this
could very well be the most important service
that Student Government could ever provide.
While Student Government application for
CETA (Comprehensive Employement and
Training Act) funding for the three positions they
want to set up is also praiseworthy. we would like
to object to their relegating the whole program to
the fate of the CETA program.
In the first place. from all indications we have
received. UMO students need legal help right
now. Every day's delay results in more and more
students being nailed to the wall in one way or
another by various parties.
We contend that in order to better serve the
needs of the student body. Student Government
should work immediatily to establish a pre-paid
legal service for all students beginning next fall.
regardless of the fate of the CETA program bill
in the Congress.
In order to fund one full-time lawyer. a
para-legal assistant, and a part-time secretary.
Student Government is talking aout $24,000.
Well, we contend that with their $132.000
1975-76 budget, Student Government can afford
to shell out the bucks for such a vital service.
At any rate, this would only be necessary if
CETA funding should fall through, and we
believe that the steps should he taken now to
ensure such a program, one way or another.
Keith Holden—
Lack of credit transfer irks higher-ups
t .1. I. c ;sit, .it East
Cupcake
Dear Ir•ing.
I ,ese are the times that tr
flies s'uls.
Because •,f the extensiye troubles
in % ,ur small planet. I have asked
my • ,tie true son to once again serve
as proxy. on Earth. Coupled with
It 'Iv Ghost. we arc. I'm sure Nou'll
admit, a formidible triple-option
team. How ey er. there is one
hangup, one chink in the armor. It's
been aim 'St 2.000 years since my.
s ,n retired from his career as Tie
Word Incarnate. Earth Di'. ision.
Since then. he has been running
other little errands for me around
the cosmos. But your planet has
changed so much since Rome that I
feel Jesus could use a little remedial
education. Myself. I know all about
w Hat's happening. And I also know
how much Jesus doesn't know . But
what Jesus doesn't know when he
,nce again trips the light fantastic
could verv well hurt him. And when
he's down there. he is on his
.,%%n—no help from Up Stairs.
Therefore, the bearer of this
message iMr. (,ahm,' as upon his
holy pets ,ii my s ,n's applicati,,n. as
well as an application for credit
transfer. Jesus is out of town at the
m 'mem. but will be back in time to
start school in the Fall.
H ping to hear from you
iGabe nil mind waiting) I am.
Sincerely %ours.
GOD
Ti the Ruler of the Uniyerse at
Infinity
Dear SIR.
We at the uniYersity are quite
pleased to hear of tie Second
Coming. May I be among the first to
%tele ,nie your son hack. He sure
made a big hit the last time around.
and we at the unis ersity• feel that all
the p,,tential sh,,wed back then is
still untapped. still untested. We
are certain he will be a credit to the
school and the student body. It is
his pleasure. therefore. to tell sou
tat Jesus will he wearing a UMEC
fres iman bea:Lie this- coming fall.
WIAC%Cr. in keeping with the
Uniyersity of Maine's transfer credit
we can except only a fracti,,n
,f his earlier work as transferrable.
-Crossing carrying- and -wres•
fling with the Des 0- indicate both
endurance and strength. therefore
we are gicing Jesus credit of
PhYs. Ed. How eyer. no credit can be
gisen for carpentry. because no one
fr,,m the Woodworking Dept. could
get in touch with Joseph to see just
N"at kind of work Jesus actually
did. Surely- You wouldn't expect us
to give three hours credit just for a
little sawing and planing. would
You? Nor can we give Him any
credit for sheparding or flock-tend-
ing. These are not courses offered in
,,ur curriculum.
Happily. we can say. that one
requirement has been filled. The
Speech Dept. ti 'K one at the
Sermon On the Mount and gave
Jesus the nod. Is He planning to
maj.,r in speech?
Anyway, it is nis pleasure to
inform You that Jesus has been
accepted f-r thc fall term. May I
remind You that a late payment of
t tmi; ;, wi. mean an coora
V.s0 Ice C•mgratulations'
Your Scr•atit.
Ir• itig I ips'Ati. Pres . ISlEt
T the f ,rmer President the
f ,rmer Uniyersity of Mainc at last
Cupcake
Ai really blew it. .le sus
wanted t attend Your school
because of its pristine location.
W ,ods. farms, sheep. the whole bit,
hut % ,urs N as not the ,,nlv school we
applied t• •
Jesus will he attending UCLA
lieu fall. Not only did they accept
all his transfer credits. they Kaye
him a full-ride basketball scholar-
ship and a tr,ryette Sting Ray to
h
It's really t had we couldn't di,
business, lry, really. to,, had.
(signed) GOD
PS You ',aye twenty-four hours
t CY ac (late the UNIEC campus
P.P.S. I ,ok hack. Ir‘.
n.
ii
ut
h.
1rd
1
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letters 
To the editor:
In writing this response, I am
acting on an impulse to Edward
Basta's letter an the April 25
('ampus. to inform him on how
the coed wing situation next
semester will effect me along
with the other people my oly ed.
To clarify my own personal
situation. I neither originated
the concept. nor worked on the
committee which wrote the
proposal. Howeyer. since I am
a member 44 the North wing
which will be involved in the
change tif you can call it that). I
feel obligated to tell Basta how
incorrect he is as far as his
estimation of this situation
gties.
To begin with, Basta stated
there were '•facts from authori-
tative sources and personal
contact" which were "proven"
that coed dorms were bad. yet
UM vehicle
Ilse questioned
ro the editor.
Recently. on April 1h. I
witnessed the arrest III 3 faLults
or shift member from the
Illsersit% of Maine in a
speeding yhilation. the General
Motors station wagon plate
number 1.1‘161 was briskly
mining down the interstate at
minimum speed of h5 mph until
hu was stopped abose the
Newport exit at about 4:45 pm.
%. I ,onttnued ms leisurels
speed of 55 mph. I was passed
by the same dmer at 5:35pm
near Augusta. Again he was
pacing a rapid 65 mph.
Irate viewers
Ii f the editor:
Thursday night we attended
the 10:15 showing of Coming
Apart. a film that we have
wanted to see for the past few
years. However. the movie's
lialogue was totally obliterated
by the sniggers and catcalls of a
large group of "self-made
men". As it was impossible to
ascertain the value of the film
f filler than on the lesel of these
"men", we were forced to
lease and were bidden farewell
with the line "not horny
enough for you?" The bits and
pieces of dialogue which were
audible suggested an interest-
ing film, but we were not given
the consideration to judge for
ourselves.
Perhaps next time, the film
society can specify. which
showings are for airheads
(which seemed to base been in
the majority Thursday night)
and which are for those people
seeking more than celluloid
arousal.
Dennis Gallagher
Martha Wildman
Somerset resident defends co-ed concept
nowhere in his letter did he
offer direct statements or
specific statistics to give his
opinion any substantiality.
though his "proof may have
been omitted for some reason.
In fact, as his ambiguous letter
continued. I took it as a direct
"cut" to the people who have
worked hard to make the
proposal real, and to the others
of us who are willingly
participating.
Being involved in this
proposal. I cannot belie‘e Basta
has distorted the facts as he
did. First. this ••fiasco-, as he
put it, will actually become a
successful life style when we
return next semester. I have.
along with everyone else
involved, carefully considered
the proposal. I don't mean in
the sense of "novelty of new
action", as he suggested,
rather in terms of how it would
affect everyone's life style next
The implication of this should
mean a great deal to us. First
anti foremost, he was violating
the law in a university.
automobile, hence a situation
we do not cherish. Secondly, he
was the sole driver in a six or
eight-cylinder auto which likely
obtains a maximum of eighteen
miles per gallon at moderate
speeds Therefore. he A.:,
consuming considerable a-
mounts of gasoline at these
high speeds during a period
when there is nothing to waste.
This uglY situation is certain-
ly nothing new I was a student
semester, especially scholasti-
cally. Anyone not willing to
participate was also carefully
considered and was not singled
out. They were respected, and
accommodated according to
their wishes, with no one
carrying any "fear of reprisal."
Also, this proposal was not
disguised nor manipulated
when it was presented to us. In
fact. it was carefully discussed,
and each of us had an
opportunity to voice our
feelings on an individual basis
to any objective people.
including our residential assist-
ants. director of residential life,
and complex coordinator. They
weren't concerned with rail-
roading us into the situation.
instead they were more
concerned with the effects upon
us as individuals. I personally
made my choice after I
considered all benefits and
hypothetical drawbacks.
teacner at Bangor High School
earlier this semester and it was
a common site to see University
of Maine cars traveling at
speeds of ti5-'0 mph. The latest
development with UM61 aggra-
sated me enough to bring it to
your attention.
My sincere hope for the
university is that I am the only
person who notices the abuse
anti *astefulness of University
equipment on the mad.
John C. Lepore
Orono
Oust Gordon!
To the editor:
If I were to initiate a
successful petition to have Bill
Gordon permanently removed
from the staff of the Maine
Campus, how would you, as
editor, deal with it? I am
almost certain that I could
"persuade" at least three
quarters of the student popula-
tion to sign such a request.
I know that I speak for the
majority of UMO students when
I say that we are sick of hearing
about Gordon's half-witted
ravings.
I would personally be more
then happy to coordinate an
all-out effort to have his
articles. which are obviously
the product of a mind bereft of
reason, banned from publica-
tion in the Marne Campus.
John Harris
Corbett Hall R . A.
Don't waste your time. We
would probably not be moved
by such a demonstration.
Worse yet. your suggestion
reminds us of those who signed
a petition last year calling for
.former editor Phil Mace's
resignation" one week before
his term expired.
Well Gordon is graduating
this month, and readers will
more from him after
9 issue-next week.
-Ed
hear no
our May
Gordon review berated again
To the editor:
Bill Gordon's April 25 review
of Mel Brook's Tsang Franken-
stein moves one to suggest that
any journalistic aspirations he
many have be postponed until
his taste and writing have
sharpened.
Gordon's rev acts IS outra-
geously simplistic; his percep-
tions are narrow and limited,
his condescension without de-
velopment or adequate explora-
tion.
The audience with whom I
experienced Young Franken-
stein, contrary to being "sol-
emn-faced." was laughing long
and loud in pure enjoyment. Or
maybe these were "back-
woods" people. not having
attained Gordon's degree of
sophistication.
Ellen Pope
Bangor
Indeed, this is a serious
situation. We weren't laughing
when the concept was first
brought up. when we filled out
questionnaires, and when we
attended meetings. Yet. I.
along with everyone else, saw
this as a goal from which we
could benefit both on an
individual and collective basis.
I also believe this "outra-
geous" idea will not "over-
shadow or diminish the prime
purpose for attending this
university" as far as anyone's
concerned. I am, as others
involved in the coed wings, as
serious about my courses as
anyone else in the university. I
don't see how the situation can
interfere in my personal
academics. Rather, people will
be more considerate of a
person's own needs as far as
quietness, time, and privacy.
We want this to work, so I can't
see why anyone would instigate
problems.
One final point: Basta stated
that we should "use our time to
undertake some worth-while
challenge or demonstrate ex-
ceptional interest in a major
scholastic function." Whatever
that means. I don't feel
accountable to him, yet he
shouldn't worry. As I said
before, I am serious about my
studies and I do carry outside
interests, and the coed wing
situation never has nor will
effect any change in my
schedule of classes and inter-
ests.
I have spoken on a personal
basis simply because this is my
own personal view on the
matter. However, in discussing
it with several others. I am sure
it is shared by each and
everyone of us who will be
involved in next semester's
coed wings.
Mark Delekto
Somerset Hall
Co-ed letter unfounded
To the editor:
I would like to thank you for
printing Edward Basta's letter
on Coed dorms on April 25.
After a hectic week in
academia, we all need.:d a
laugh. One thing worries me,
he might have been serious. so
I decided to reply and state
some facts.
My first step in this process
was to go to the Campus office
to read the attached Dear Abby
column which was not printed.
It was even more funny than
Basta's letter. The "Authora-
five sources" he mentioned
signed the letter 'concerned
counselor', and did not even
mention the school he worked
at. I was not able to find any
proven facts in the letter but
was only able to wonder why a
counselor with 30 years
experience under his belt would
write to Dear Abby.
Moving along, 1 went to the
library to look up literature on
coed dorms and found facts
which I at least can document.
One article entitled "Student
Development in a Coed Resi-
dence Hall: Promiscuity,
Prophylatia or Panacea" ap-
peared in the March 1973 issue
of the Journal of College
Student Personnel. The study
found "no differences in the
frequency of sexual intercourse
(in a coed dorm)". It further
went on "that the evidence was
not strong enough to conclude
that there was a difference in
the location or the extent of
sexual activities."
I bring this up for those who
took the time to read the Dear
Abby letter. The concerned
counselor wrote "the only way
to escape being an observer to
the roommates' sexual activi-
ties is to find some other place
to sleep." I am not denying
that sex does occur in the
dorms. I am just pointing out
that it would occur with the
same frequency in a single sex
dorm. Getting back to Basta's
letter, the study also found "no
significant difference in aca-
demic achievement" between
the two types of dorms.
Persons in a coed dorm do as
well as those who live in single
sex dorms.
In addition, education is
more thanclasses, homework.
and studying. Learning how to
get along with others, making
your own decisions, and coping
with your problems are also
part of your education. In
another article in the March 19
71 issue of the same journal,
the authors states, "during the
past few years writers and
speakers have consistently
agreed that students living in
coeducational residence halls
exhibit more mature behavior
than students in traditional
single sex dorms." This does
not mean students in single sex
dorms are not mature. The
authors then cite eight other
studies which concluded only
positive results about coed
dorms. I would suggest that
these sources are more re-
spected in their field than a
'concerned counselor'.
If Basta wants, all he has to
do is thumb through the
Journal of College Student
Personnel or the NASPA
Journal to find the facts and
research on coed dorms.
On final point—Basta seems
to think the time which
students spent with the
proposal to change the "lifesty-
le' on one floor in Somerset
was a waste of time. On the
contrary, the time was well
spent as still another lifestyle
option is open to students. He
need not worry, for no one will
be forced to live on the
Somerset foor. for that much,
no one is forced to live in any of
the 10 coed dorms on campus.
Therefore. Basta's letter is
completely unfounded.
Paul Franklin
Student Personnel Services
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Committee stresses candidate list not final
*continued from page one*
Colorado Commission on Higher 'Educa-
tion, in Denver.
Dr. Eugene Eidenberg, 34), the present
vice-chancellor of the University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle. Dr. Richard D. Gibb.
47, the Commissioner of Higher Education
for Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dr. Eileen Kuhns, the Executive
Associate of the American Association of
Communities and Junior Colleges. An
Oregon native, Kuhns received both her
A. 544,4„.1) from Syracuse University.
She has had experience in teaching,
research and administrative positions,
including Executive Dean of Montgomery
Junior College.
Dr. William R. Monat, 51. Dr. Phillip L.
Sirotkin. 5' an Illinois native is the
Executive Vice-President and Vice-Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs at the State
University of Nev. York at Albany. Monat
is Vice-President of Academic Affairs at
Bernard M. Baruch College of the City
University of New York.
Of the finalists. Page noted, "All eight
bring highly respectable backgrounds to
Maine's vacancy. We wanted fewer than
eight candidates in the group." he said.
"but there were too mans to choose
The position of Chancellor involves
administration over the five four-year
state universities, the branches at
Augusta and Bangor, and the Portland
Law School. Acting Chancellor Stanley
Freeman announced in late March he
would not apply for the position, which
was vacated by Dr. Donald R. McNeil in
January.
All seven campus presidents applied for
the chancellorship, but were informed last
week that none of them were on the final
list. Of the prrsidents' rejection as
finalists, Page stressed the decision "in
no way reflected the Board members"
assessments of their current performances
We are proud of the accomplishments and
credentials of all the presidents."
Page further noted the committee made
a deliberate effort to conform to the Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action
guidelines, although that slowed the
progress of the search slightly.. Affirma-
tive action legislation requires that the
search for educational personnel covers a
Mill St., Orono, Me.
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wide geographic area so that all segments
of the citiiens have a chance to be
c‘insidered for the positions.
The committee to sea•ch for a
chancellor includes five members and
another trustee, Nils Wessell, as
consultant.The five trustee members of
the search committee are Page. John C.
Donovan .of Brunswick. Stanley J. Evans.
M.D. of Bangor, Robert R. Masterton of
Portland. and Cynthia A. Beliveau of
Wayne. In addition, a thirty-member
advisory committee-12 Mettle cjtizens and
the remainder representatives of the
university cum mu nity--was formed to
review the credentials of applicants and
advise the trustee committee.
Dr. Robert E.L. Strider, advisor).
committee chairman, explained that at the
last meeting on April 5 committee
members were asked to choose about
seven or eight candidates who seemed
best qualified. He added the advisory
committee would not meet as a full body
again, but will only meet in smaller
groups for the interview's of the finalists.
Of the advisory committee's function, he
stressed, "We recommend, but we have
no final say. The trustees don't have to
pay any attention at all to what the
advisory committee says or does."
The series of interviews, which are to
begin late next week with Dr. Phillip L.
Sirotkin, are performed by a body which
includes all campus presidents, the
trustees, the acting chancellor and his
staff, and some members of the advisory
committee.
• 
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Keep ploy-ojf hopes afire
Black Bears rally to defeat Fairfield 11- 10
The plat -off hopes of the Maine Bears
remained alit e as they rallied to edge
Fairfield 11-10 in a game held on
Wednesdat at Fairfield.
The bears scored ten big runs in the
bottom of the eighth inning to wipe out a
Si Fairfield lead, but had to hold on in
the bottom of the ninth as Fairfield came
up with five runs of their own to git e the
Bears a scare.
Jack Leggett started the eighth off with
a bang as he rocketed his second homerun
in as many days. Fit stbaseman Kean)
Goodhue followed with clean single to
right and John Dumont connected for his
first homerun of the inning to make the
score 5-4 in favor of Fairfield.
Ed Flahertt and Gene Toloe/t. walked
and shortstop Russ Quetti double to driye
both of them home. Wayne Feigenbaum
walked and Paul Cairnic knocked in Quetti
with a sharp single and Jack Leggett
collected his second RBI of the inning with
a single. Feighenbaum scored USW',
se% enth run of the inning as he soured
from third on an error. And this set the
table for John Dumont w ho belted his
second horriturun .1 the inning accounting
for four RBI's in the franc
Fairfield•s hid in the nintn tell snort h%
one run as Jim Lynch was called upon th.
sate the in for relieter Rich Prior. Steve
Conlev started the game but was pulled at
the beginning of the %efenth inning as he
gate up foe runs, struck out eight and
walked two.
in a game held last Tuesdat the focal
were handed a heartbreaking defeat at the
hands of Colbt College bt. an 11-8 score
as GO% 's Bob Southwick belted a
three-run homer in the bottom half of the
ninth
Rath after two were out as Brian
Pollard doubled and the Bears chose to
git e Gene Dilorerwo in intentional pass.
This strategy- proved to be unwise as
Southwick jumped on a Bert Roberge
fastball and drove it titer the left field all
It give the Mules the in.
Ketin Goodhue and Jack Leggett each
had homeruns for the Bears while John
Dumont and Rich Prior each had two hits.
Maine will be in action tomorrow as
Tennis team improving
despite two losses
Despite lopsided losses to Bowdoin on
April 23 and Colbv last Tuesdat . as well a
s unproducti% e performance at the Yankee
Conference Championships during the
weekend. Coach Bud Folger maintains tha
Black Bear tennis team has been
impro% ing steadilt .
Folger said the squad plated better at
the Yankee Conference meet than the% did
in their prefious meet tersus Bowdoin.
and the improved further in their most
recent meet versus Colbt.
Bow doin. who Folger rated superior to
both COI% and Bates. trounced UMO In a
9-0 score after winning their first match
with the Black Bears ta-I six &lac. earlier.
Abe Pretanta and Ross Saunders. the
4143 doubles lean:. plated ii) the onit match
which cut to three sets_ Eolger
commented that Bow doin 441 plat er. Mike
Cunahan. exhibited a ht Chant 1.,pspin
forhand and lob. He upended L. M(
plater. Chris Parsons. 6-0. b-4 it' the
home contest.
0%er Vie weekend in tough Yankee
(onference competition. the Black Bears
finished %%WI no points after all of their
singles and doubles plat ers lost in straight
sets. But Folger was pleased that most of
the matches were close and decided on
only one sertice break bt the opposition.
An exceptionallt strong Vermont squad
hosted and on the meet.
Colbt defeated Maine on Orono on
luesdat in what mat hate been the Black
Bears best showing of the rear. The 2
and NI doubles teams of Stete SCI1 11 and
Parsons. and Pravanta and Bill Hammer
both voun their matches in three sets. In
singles play Gar Weir. the man.
rallied to in the second set of his match
6-3 after losing the first 6-4. and he I% as
leading in the third set before finallt
succumbing 6-4. Parsons lost his match
--6. 6-7. 6-4 but he piated sets well.
attording to Folger.
'It was a real strong %how um Chris'
part.- he said. •'If he had lobbed better,
he could ha% e on. He plated the best
match ot the year for u% NO far."
Ire J.% team defeated Millinocket 8-1
On I uc,tia. The yarsity's next meet will
he this weekend in Middleburt Vermont,
in the New England ( hampionships. Their
record norA stands at 0-3.
Fencing club growing rapidly due
to publicity, instruction, enthusiasm
One .4 the fastest growing sports on the
UMO campus is fencing according to
Shelly% Berman. director and coach of the
rarmilt expanding UMO Fencing Club.
The club has been in existence for the
past six years and the 19-4.-5 season tv as
its largest and one of its most successful.
Alex Laseno started the club six fears ago
and Berman took the club user from Alan
Singerman this season.
"We've had more regular people thiu
season then we'%e eser had: about
twent% -fite regualrs Fifty people came to
our first meeting but man% of them came
bu rust a few :4 the practices and didn't
want 1,) ompete actitelv." Berman said.
This sears squad began wttli onlv 4 or 5
regulars hut due to increased publicity
and added attr i ti i if Ill'strUint•'! in the
art ot fencing ts ithout neing ibbligat,..d to
, inipen• in,reased membership Berman
nein:ye,
the ten,-ers ii !lit% .ears squad
ere ht tethers so the club as
s;')uttule ant. meets with other
uoois until the scound semester Et en
rh ugh ineyperienced the voting UMO
fencers consistently placed first in the*
three n:ects this past season.
-Right now tiur key problem is money.
T e student goternment was very helpful
as the prof ided us with travel money but
we still hare to but our own equipment
and this becomes sett.
Berman explained.
t. MO fencers use only the foil in their
competitions The target area in a meet
includes the chest and back and a score is
registered be a hit in this area and Ow
object is to regmster five hits before your
,ipp..raun!
I be s r• it takes a good seasor .•f
training to he able to compete adequatelt .
Fencing us more a head sport that
2e-p.e oeoef e--a:n1..st gar•u• ,Ait
cr h Thu; wh-,, we bad t-•
expensite.••
To. law
, t selections to
yrI•O
Pat Rossi scores against Molly Genthner on fencing
practice at Lengyl Gym Thursda.% night. Fri e hits must he
scored h.% u enter it, %% in the match
untii second semester before golfl
L•mlpetiti.,n bet JUSt this V. as the first
season for the majorit% ,4 this tear's club
members .'• Barman commented.
Berman said that the v.i)rk of novice
coach Jack Battick. who is a member of
the UMO histort department and
administratute manager Paul Franklin
hat e added a lot to the
•
growth of the club.
••H„ cnd ot next tear I hope that '7' e
ccill Ili's ,. a
 
solid .o.re .4 fencers S.• hi. U. di
he abut to reins inatt the dub year after
tear. I don't want V t,, become tompletelt
team u ouientod a5 am hopeful people %II;
Inn list • 1-art. fence Olt \
yi-n•t wa7- FiCrn1.1'
) • •
‘,N ANnT, •, $1‘.,•r.len a
success and
ElitKat . as instrumentai in getting tht
club additional practice space.
-We hay built Up 3 le% el 'if
co t-i peril t io g. It h the re%pec t IS e Athletic.
Departments on campus and it gi%es them
confidence in us when the% see 25
regu2a-s show up for practice.- Berman
said.
Berman indicated that he has contacted
some .4 the well-organi/ed fencing clubs
in the Greater B.uston area in an effort to
set tip 5.)nie meets fo- ?text seas'
Am. Ili e sk .11 it Berman were
Hok Toss. MI! and ma% be
Ilarsart
1- lt t 1 ,),• tner • tt at',
f' '1 I au)'. . rt •
nit stIII hi. 1. M tAentlifl.. 7
tt . r"i` .1 " r.1 • k 1,1t1" dia
tiYe n.al.a,2...- to: tl sclub
attend UMO
Three All-Maine High School
tie t host New Hampshire in a crucial
doubleheader. The Bears have to win both
games impressively to keep their hopes
aloe for a post-season play•oif spot and
the Yankee Conference crown. With the
loss to Colby and the win at Fairfield
Maine's record goes to 10-4-1.
In the last two outings the Bears have
been struggling with their pitching as they
hate given up 11 and ten runs
respectively. They will have to remed%
this problem if they hope to make the
burnt as they still hate games left with
tough ie:1111% iii BilS1011 College. 1.$ liii
defeated Hartard 3-1 last weekend. and
Northeastern besides tomorrow's d.
header with UNH.
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All- Maine grid
focutball
seseetions in 19-4 hate notified UMO
officials that the will be atending this
fall.
Pliatititeg to enroll at l. N10 are Chris
Paul, a fullback and linebacker at
Biddeford High Sch,kil. John Marquis, a
halfbatk at Edward little High School.
Aublir:,: amid John King. an offensive and
defensitt• tackle at South Portland High
St "
Pat o •• as. a t tra.kmar and
wrestle! a: Biddct-rd High. runs the
4(1. sat .1a. ill 4 eds arid last
sea • ' ,rd leader
-He siy It et tali arid 145 pounds.
"flarqu!.. ic ,.C;e1 of A! Marquis.
als • runs t 41) in 4 seconds and last
seas ii ut as Ited Edward Little's most
t :disable player. Reeently lie placed third
in New England in a plissical fitness test
.4 all around abilitt . He is six feet tall and
1143 pounds.
King, a National Honor Societt student,
was named All-Maine as both an offensiye
and defensiye tackle at 'youth p,q-tland last
season. He is 6-2 arid weighs 205 pounds
UMO tootball coach Walter Abbott
c‘piesseit himself as e Sit ettle h• pleased
that to trio will be attending the Orono
tampus tai •' All thrice Ita%.•
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THE ECONOMY
••• and how inflation, recession affect UMO students
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Coping without cash
By Betty Bangs
Try stretching the dollar until it breaks. This recession
is the worst since 1867. according to some leading
economists, and students are feeling the crunch along
with the rest of the world. Faced with rising costs, an
austerity- budget. and bleak prospects of finding summer
jobs. most students are coping with the situation as hest
they can.
The January unemployment figure for the nation was
8.6 per cent. The unemployment figure for Maine was
10.2 per cent in January and rose ot 11.2 per cent in
February, which is higher than the national average.
With an inflation figure cif 12.2 per cent. dollars are not
stretching as far, and moeny obviously doesn't have the
buying power it used to have.
In view of the current economic situation. may students
are facng boredom, tightening their belts, and becoming
more apathetic. If the current trend continues, the
student may be forced to tighten his belt further, spend
less, go into debt further, drop out of school and into the
unemployment ranks, or opt for declaring bankruptcy.
Due to lack of funds, the bus line might be
discontinued between Bangor and Orono. and gas is
expected to climb to 75 cents a gallon by July.
Mans students arc hitch-hiking rather than paying for
gas and car maintenance. Legalization of hitchhiking is
now pending before the legislature. The purpose of the
bill is to help people who cannot afford to operate a car.
One ex-61. Emile Paradis. claimed that many times he
must hitchhike to school because he does not have
enough money to get his car fixed.
According to campus police, there are 1500 resident
cars and 1550 non-resident cars at UMOthis year.
Director of Career Planning and Placement, Adrian
Sewall noted job prospects for this summer are not good.
The resort areas will be hiring, and some specialized
fields need workors. - but the average freshmen or
svhomore looking for a job to make money- will he
hurting."
Again this year technology and business majors are in
most demand. The average offer for an engineer this year
is from $12,000 to $15.000; the average offer for a
business major is $12,000. said Sewall.
The financial situation causes students to worn, more
about Oiler grades and getting out to compete for a good
job, according to Steve Wood. President of Inter-dorm
board. "The only thing that's important is studying so
you can compete." said Wood.
Moriarty believes that students living in dorms aren't
feeling the direct effect of the economy. "They are faced
with paying one lump some of money and then for getting
about it."
Dorms and dining areas have been cut hack to 65
degrees to help save money and fuel. said Moriarity.
eeontinued on page E-Four•
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Recession blamed for rise in crime
By Mike Kane
March I—Michaei Yannone of 319
Stodder Hall reports to campus police that
someone walked over his car the previous
night, causing $300 in damage.
Two days earlier, a $300 tweed rug was
taken from the Sutton Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
Day id Balmforth and Edward Banks. Jr.
of 314 Aroostook Hall have been robbed
three times since March 19, at a cost of
close to $300 in property cash. In two of
the instances their door was locked.
This is crime at UMO; crime which cost
students. faculty, staff, and visitors almost
$39.000 in the first six months of this
school year.
A check of campus police records shows
that the incidence of crime at UMO was 43
per cent higher in calendar 1974 than in
19'3. Virtually every category of
misdemeanor and felony-scale law-
breaking showed large increases in 194,
some as high as 400 per cent.
Larceny. the most commonly -committed
crime on campus, accounting of 418 of the
815 cases handled by campus police last
year. showed an increase of nearly 35 per
cent over 193. Feloniss of all types rose
at a '5 per cent clip from 23 incidents two
years ago to 46 in 1974.
In the first six months of this academic
year (through Feb.1), misdemeanor
larcenies have climbed by 29 per cent over
the same period last year. Malicious
mischief, damage to property. was up Si
per cent. Shoplifting cases rose from three
to 15 during this same period. which is an
astounding 400 per cent jump. The only
category showing a decline was assault.
with only two cases reported compared to
seven last year.
It should be emphasized that these
numbers represent only crimes which are
reported to UMO police, who beheye there
arc man% Tort" cases h4go unreported
This rapid rise in committed crime is
not unique to UMO. FBI figures released
earlier this year showed reported crime in
the U.S. rose lb per cent in 19'4 over
1973. Oser the last twelve years, the rate
of crime in this country has climbed every
year but one. 14-'2.
In an effort to halt this onslaught. the
Nixon administration, beginning in 1%9.
began to pump billions of dollars into local
!aw erf-r,eme,,t througl, the lay.
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SPORT SHOES
CANVAS- SUEDE
LEATHER - NYLON
BRAND NAMES
Converse - Onitsuka Tiger
Hyde - Spot-bilt - Puma Tretorn - Brine
Stylo - Danner Hiking
Baseball - Softball -
Little League
Uniforms and Caps -
ETTERED WHILE YOU WAIT
BIG SUPPLY IN STOCK
•.•
Training Suits
Sweatsuits
m Suits& Supplie
TROPHIES FOR
ALL OCCASSIONS
TOP BRAND BIKES
Children's 16" and 20" in Stock
Fuji - Gitane - Concord
STORE HOURS- Monday 'Thursday 8:30-8.30; Friday II:30-9:00; Saturday 8 30-5 00
SPORTING GOODr,
589 Wilson St. Bar Harbor Rd Brewer, Mains Tel: 11111,11677
•
.4 car gets ticketed in the 1 mon lot.
rate
Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Since 1%9. over five billion dollars has
been paid out to *ate and local police for
more and better equipment, training, and
personnel. Yet, the incidence of crime has
continued to grow.
As shown by the shine statistics on
campus crime, most cases reported to
police are ones involving property theft or
damage.
Statistics indicate that the 52-man UMO
police force is having difficulty coping
with the problem. Of 318 incidences of
larceny in 1973, police were able to make
apprehensions in only three per cent of
the cases, and made recoveries in 13 per
cent (41) of the incidents.
One major hinderence to solving these
theft cases that police have cited is an
-openness 'on campus. This openness.
thev say, leads to student apathy as far as
crime is concerned.
According to Asst. Director of Police
and Safety Bryan F. Hilchey. "There is a
definite feeling of apathy. unless
something gets someone's ire up. Then
someone wants action quick." As
evidence hacking his contention, he
pointed to the fait that of the 318 larcenies
in 193. 80 per cent were from unsecured
areas. unlocked rooms and cars. Also.
witnesses came forward in only fi%e per
cent of the incidents.
Asked why he thought property crime
had risen so rapidly in the last sear.
Hilchey pointed to the national rise, the
economy and the openness mentioned
&bine. Because of the recession. Hilchey
said, mans students are here "By the skin
of their teeth; monetarily just scraping
through... Due to this, he hypothesized.
concealment and theft incidents increase.
as students attempt to obtain the
spending money for necessities and
lutunes.
The police major also said, "Things are
yery open on campus. There is a certain
amount of anonymous feeling. It is easy to
melt into a crowd." Due to this feeling of
anonymity. he said. "people do not want
to get involy ed. They "do not want to
report it icnmel, and they do not like the
idea of going to court to testify" if they do
report witnessing a crime.
Ross Chesley, assistant professor of law
enforcement at BCC said he thought it
was almost impossible to pin down a
*mistimed es seat page*
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LOWEST BEER PRICES IN TOWN ! ! !
Kegs Available
--Please Order Ahead Of Time
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Send the FTD
Sweet Surprise
this Mother's Day...
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As an independent
businessman. each
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Economy provides rationale for crime
•continued from previous page•
reason tor the rise in crime at UMO. He
did say, however, that economics and a
change in social values may partially
explain the problem.
He implied that he agreed with
Hilchey 's economic hypothesis saying.
"Economics is probably an important
consideration, particularly in property
crimes."
In the area of social changes, he pointed
to a change in people's views toward "the
sanctity- of property and a different
attitude toward right and wrong and
people's accountability for it.''
Asst. Prof. James Gallagher of the
UMO sociology department agreed with
that analysis stating that, today, there is
"less of a tendency to act in terms of
right and wrong and more of a tendency to
view moralits as relative." Gallagher also
indicated ihat another possible reason for
crime increases in the last few years "has
been an increasing tendency toward
non-legislation of policical and law
enforcement systems."
Such thinking, he said, makes it easy to
rationalize criminal actions.
To handle security at UMO and BCC,
the university department of police and
safety employs a 52 man force that
includes 24 full time officers, eight
part-time officers, four dispatchers, two
walking watchmen. and 14 dorm guards.
The bill for the entire operation, including
salaries, supplies, maintenance, capital.
and travel expenses, came to over
$316.000 in the 1973-74 fiscal year. Of
this, almost $278,000 went to pay the
salaries of the department's employees.
In order to cover both the Orono and
Bangor campuses. the police utilizes three
eight hour shifts a day with four men on
duty each shift. Of these four n' n. three
patrol at UMO; whiie one works at BCC.
When asked if he thought that
additional patrols may be the answer to
the theft problem at UMO. Hilchey said
that it would not matter how many patrols
were utilized, pointing to the witness and
unsecured area statistics mentioned
above.
Cheslev of the law enforcement
department agreed with Hilchey saying.
*continued on page E-Eight•
These tools were found by UMO Police this semester, and
are believed io have been stolen. 'they remain unclaimed.
Career plunning fiend explains ...
The fine art of job-hunting
B% kin t Bradford
J. 'h prospects for graduating seniors this spring are both
40..(1 and had according to who you talk to, what data you've
1`Cell reading. and what major vou were lucks or unlucky
•-nough to pick when NoU started the long trek through college.
Esen though the nation's unemployment rate has skyrocketed
To record highs. most career planning counselors at colleges
unisersity campuses around the state still think that spring
;raduates will be able to find jobs.
The trick, they sas, is not to set your sights too high. and to
e reads to take ansthing. These same counselors are
that most students will eventually find good jobs.
Adrian Sewall. director of career planning and placement at
[MO. tells students it will increase their chances of
omplosment if they go out and talk to people in their field of
:riterest and find out what these employers are looking for in
prospectise job applicants.
Sewall contends the initial factor in getting a job may not be
what you know but who you know.
"If you are an employer and you have a job opening with SO
or 100 applicants applying for the job, you•se got to narrow it
doss n . • "
"If there are two or three people you know personally, it
would be much more likely these applicants would be in the
group you would keep."
The key. Sewall says, is in meeting these people.
"It may be the bar. It may be the golf course. These places
are not unorthodox. If you've gotten to the point where you've
been able to spend any time with them, you learn something
about what an employer is looking for."
It mas also mean the difference between a relaxed or a
tension-filled interview. Sewall says.
"If you•se established a rapport with him, the atmosphere is
a relaxed one. There is no tension, which is a problem in any
interview.
Sewall also counsels students to, above all, be creatise
job-hunters. Part of this creativity, he says, is knowing the firm
to which you hase applied.
"If vou know the organization. know their problems. you can
let them know they have a problem and that you might be able
to solve it."
"There might not be a job opening. but he may give vou a
crack at it." Sewall explains.
He also advises students to be aware of the skills they- hase
and how they can be reorganized to fit a job which may not be
in the student's immediate field of interest.
"In the beginning." Sewall says. "take any job. Today,
being idle is like poison. There is no job a person takes that he
cannot learn from."
Although it won't do graduating seniors this year much good.
Sewall thinks the time to start giving job advice is when the
student first sets foot on this campus as a freshman.
Sewall says the out- thing in-coming freshmen don't
understand is they must tailor their academic programs to the
realities of the job market.
"Say if a student is in an area of philosophy or anthropology.
He should pursue that area. But he should be aware of the fact
that business, for example, is looking for business skills."
Sewall stresses the need for courses in verbal and written
communications, data processing. accounting. economics,
zrerp,
'What kind of individual
do I have here?
Is he a person with
drive? Motivation?
human relations and organizational theory.
Sewall also cites courses in marketing concepts. sales
management, fundamentals in risk and insurance, and
quantitative methods of statistical analysis.
"These courses are useful in a wide variety of employment
areas such as banking. insurance. retailing--areas where most
of the jobs seem to be today,•" Sewall says.
By taking these courses to supplement their majors. Sewall
believes students will significantly improve their chances of
employment.
He also advises freshmen against selecting a major on the
basis of what they think they might want to do after graduation.
Most freshmen. Sewall contends, really don't know what thev
want to do because they haven't had enough job experience to
help them decide.
"That's why you find people like myself in different fields
from what we started in." Sewall adds.
Because of this, he emphasizes that freshmen students
should take advantage of programs which will help them
explore themselses "to help them find out who they are and
what they want out of life."
"We hase a number of programs that fit into the scheme of
things. For example. career exploration, designed for freshmen
and sophomore students."
The program utilizes the expertise of the counseling center,
cooperative education, and people from business and
government.
"These programs stress self-awareness and the awareness of
the world of work," Sewall explains.
Sewall stresses the point that a college student should be
concerned with more than just acquiring a degree.
He should be equally concerned with extra-curricular
activities and with job experience in general.
"Many times the employer is interested in the extent the
student was able to support himself while in college." Sewall
adds.
"In other words they're looking at: what kind of an
individual do I hase here? Is he a person with drive?
Motivation? A person who can take responsibility and proside
supervision?"
Sewall explains that although the degree is a kind of union
card. because there are so many people with degrees now it
becomes a matter of what lies beyond the possession of that
degree.
**For some kinds of jobs it's a significant factor. For
example, if a person was going to be considered for a position
in research and development. the employer would be looking
for the very best academically-prepared individual."
Howeser, a job in sales or personnel. Sewall says, would
depend more on such things as how easily a person develops
rapport with other people. A people
-oriented individual.
"Depending on the kind of job it is. you could interject other
criteria. Perhaps you need a people
-oriented person in
combination with a technical career, such as engineering for a
career in heavy equipment sales,— Sewall says.
Ti' June graduates. Sewall's advice is to learn how to get a
job, and initially, to take anything you can get. To the
underclassmen who will be in the market for a job in the near
future. Sewall says, start planning now.
OP
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Food stamps, GI bill, loans, work-study, grants,
bankruptcy, living in a tent, part-time jobs,
full-time jobs, starving, hitching,
51 umming, bitching
... anything to get you through
•eontinued from eoser•
However. dorm students don't worts about economics on
a day to day basis.
Cam Grant. Coordinator of the Off-Campus Board Food
Co-op agreed with that assesment. "The off-campus
student is faced with the everyday situation of how to
make ends meet." said Grant. Nearly 4592 students are
living off-campus. with about '00 living in fraternity
houses. Manager of Family Housing. Donald N.
McCurdy. noted that with increasing electricity and fuel
rates, rents must also increase. University Park housing
only married students. faculty and staff increased S15 per
month on March 1. Capchart was forced to make the
same most-. a few months ago. However. these housing
units are still low pnced compared to other housing in ther
area. explained McCurdy
According to Chairman of the Off-Campus Board. Mark
Pen-v, there is an acute shortage of housing in the area.
There was a bid to build a new housing unit in this area
last fall, but it would not be used to house students.
-Fe ss people complain about their rents anymore.
i,c.ause the know that it won't do much good. If they do
,.,mplain or lease, there are waiting lists so long they will
he unlikely to find another place to Ilse." claimed Perry.
McCurd%. pointed out that a few years ago the
administration tried to solve the housing shortage by
busing Capetian and Dow Airforce Base. However. half
of Dow Airforce Base is currently being used for Bangor
residents.
"We put students in Capehan as soon as the other
tenants misc. out." McCurds claimed.
The problem with Bangor housing is that most students
do not want to commute from Bangor to Orono, in order
to attend classes every day. McCurds said. Because of
the housing shortage. "many students are lising in
nothing but a cabin." claimed McCurdy. A move to
increase the number of dorms at Orono. although
attempt,:d by- President Howard R. Neville. was rejected
by ttic trustees recentis aitegedly because of the lower
enrollment in Maine's grade schools.
'There is still oser crowding on campus. but most of
the triples now existing are voluntary. Contended
McCurdy .
Increasing food prices is one of the most acute
problems of inflation. Three food co-ops exist at UM0-
thc fraternities buyers association, the off-campus board
co-op. and the %eterans co-op.
Co-ops are able to buy food from local retailers and sell
it at wholesale prices, because of <panto% of food
insolsed. said Grant. Members help package and diside
the food. Grant explained that nearls all food co-ops
accept food stamps.
Our co-op. initiated in October. only deals with meat,
cheese. dairy products. and produce.'' said Grant
Thursda% afternoons from 2:10 to 5 p.m. is the usual
pick-up time at the Ram's Horn. About 200 people,
consisting if 55 households, belong to the off-campus
co-op. there is a waiting list of about 40 people "Because
of efficiencv reasons. we can't handle any more people.
but hope to become more efficient in the future.** Grant
explained.
According t,, Penobscot counts 's food stamp
coordinator. K Ip Helium. between 1.000 to 1.200
students are on food stamps out of a total case load of
6.400.
te Rep. William C. Cohen introduced a bill into Congress
• that will eliminate the eligibilits of students still
• dependent on their parent's income for food stamps. But
many students claimed as dependents by their parents
'Few people complain about
rents anymore, because they
know that it won't do much
good. If they complain or
leave, there are lists so long
they will be unlikely to find
another place to live'
-Mark Perry
receive only from zero to 20 per cent of their educational
expenses from their parents. acc,,rilito.' to a sursey
conducted in Pr I by the UM() politn al science
department.
As one senior journalism major put it. -It itssasn't for
food stamps I w ,uldn•t be here."
The GI bill is another form helping people through s
school. GI bill benefits range from S2"0 to $400 a month
during the academic year. The amount is determined by
the number of dependents claimed.
According to Director of ‘eterens Affairs. Richard
Jacobs. there are 44" combined BCC and UMO students
on the 61 bill: I,,ans up to Sti(X) are as ailable to the set.
Most of these students are married and use off-campus.
Jacobs expressed doubts that his office would be
funded next sear The office serses to take care of some
of the problems that the ayerage GI runs into: problems
with counseling, checks, and other financial areas.
Over $2 million is spent on 61*, in the Orono area.
There was a 23 percent increase in the GI bill last
November "The average GI is in better shape than the
off-campus student because the GI hill is non-taxable"
said Jacobs. "He can also supplement his income with a
part-time job''
Jacobs noted that the recession is cutting down the
number of part-time jobs asailable. "It wouldn't take
much. for mans of the marginal cases to drop out of
school, especiall% if there is a tuition increase next fall."
he speculated.
According to Assistant Director of Student Aid Michael
C. Arnold. keeping students in school is a was of keeping
the unemployment figure down. "More students are
working now. Although the work-study program was cut
hack this year, we expect it to increase next year." said
Arnold.
Congress will try to haye students work and keep them
in school rather than base them join the unemployment
lines. explained Arnold. The Work•Studs program pay,
for MO per cent of a student's wages. while the employer
must pay the other 20 per cent. Howeser. the work-study
students !lase to climpete with Comprehensoe
Employment and Training Act program. CETA funds 100
per cent of the wages for ,ine scar in order to get the
unemployed back on the job.
"More people are applying for work-study jobs this
year because of the bleak prospects for finding summer
employment." explained Arnold.
The financial aid office disides mone% awarded to
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There art- 2.850 studenst on financial aid this year. 800
students were on work-study last summer: 1.650 students
are untsersity scholarships. A number of students are
awarded outside industrial, state, and federal
s,holarships in addition to loans. The maximum NDSL
loan in $5.000 for your sears of school.
Summer earnings are considered in awarding financial
aid. The aserage freshman or sophomore woman is
expected to SA% C S3.000 while upperclassman save $500.
Men earn more money because they get better-paying
.bs. for the most part.
I here are now 1.050 students on work-study and 130
students on work projects, according to Arnold. The work
pr let t program is unisersit% -funded. and is not restricted
h% federal regualtions. Most students in this program
'.1%e applied for work-stud and base been turned down.
, lamed Arnold.
the work
-studs. program is trying to expand
geographically so that students can list: at home and save
This also gives the student the option of attending
summer school, while having a part-time job.
John E. Madigan. director of financial aid, said the
increase in BEOG loans to include next year.% junior class
ill allc% tate a big load from other resources. It will be
easier to distribute to those who need aid. Howeser.
Madigan was skeptical of how much of an increase in
UMO educational costs that the increased financial aid
could cope with. "Although some famds incomes will
increase. we still expect an increase in applicants." he
said.
"University sc.holorships are used mainly for balancing
,'sit the awards in the best interests of all students,''
explained Madigan.
NDSL loans. 90 per cent federally funded, are AS allable
to mans. students. Another source of aid, federally
guaranteed USAF loans, are available to all students
whose parents earn less than $15.000 per year. "Some of
these bank loans hase dried up because of their low
interest rate, but interest rates are coming down, so the
prospects are better." Madigan pointed out.
The USAF loan now offers up to S7,500 for
undergraduate studs, with a maximum of $10000 for
combined graduate and undergraduate work. The yearly
maximum is S2,500 with an interest rate of seven per
cent, after graduation.
"These loans go through our office." Madigan said.
•-a
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"We take into account what has been borrowed, confirm
regulations, and certain costs. The difference between
what the university gives that student and what he claims
to need is what the student will receive for a loan.
"The Financial Aid Office processes nearly 6.500
financial aid applications per year. There are only 8,818
students at UMO.
Social life, an important part of student life, is
suffering from both the recession and inflation. During a
recession, students tend to become self-centered, and
worry more about themselves and what's going to happen
in the future.
Apathy, caused by the economic situation, is affecting
the campus. Many groups and plans can't get off the
ground because of lack of organization and interest. One
victim of this was the Senior Bash. There has been a
slight increase in the cost of the tickets. hut "our
problems were due to no planning." calimed Mary
Weaser, member of the commencement committee. The
bash will be held this spring with both lobster and steak,
but if the situation does not improse the bash might not
be held next sear.
Another victim of lack of interest and organization was
Winter Carnival. which was not held at all this year.
IDB President Wood claimed that both the recession
and inflatim have hurt such actisities. "We can't sponsor
as many new mos les as we would like to, but only buy
!sc., fairly expensive ones per year," he said. There aren't
as mans parties as there were in presious years. (DB is
sponsoring things that don't cost much money. such as
lectures. Wood pointed out.
Wood associates the faltering economy with the high
amount if student apathy. "When the economy is bad,
people become self-centered and worry. They go out and
bus a six-pack of beer, and go back to their rooms to
dniik. rather than going out to a bar. The bars in the area
are hurting, Mr. Big•s closed, and the Oromika is not in
very good shape financialls," he claimed.
According to Wood, who just completed a marketing
research studs, the discretionary buying power of the
student has switched from what used to be buying
luxuries to busing necessities. "Luxurs buying has
declined in half user the last scar." he said. The price of
education, and domestic products are up. and the
dollar is stretching less, claimed Wood.
The 19-1 political science department sun es showed
that 90 per cent of all students attending UMO receised
from zero to 20 per cent of their college expenses front;
their parents. &S.' per cent of in-state students received
from zero to twents per cent from their parenta: the
remainder of students receised more from their parents.
With the rise in unemplos ment. some students' parents
will not be able to contribute as much to their educational
Di A I Aa
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expenses. And because of inflation, the money parents do
gise to the student does not stretch as far as it did in
19"l.
Fraternities and soronties are feeling the economic
crunch. Many sororicties are charging for what used to be
bree activities. Sorority dues have remained relatively
constant according to President of Alpha Chi Omega.
Eileen Doyle. "We charge a quarter or so and the
sorority covers the other half of the cost."
According to the President of the Fraternity Board Jeff
Bowie. fraternities are suffering. "The quota is up 100
per cent in most of the fraternity houses." It's still
cheaper than lising on campus. The average frat house
charges about $118 per month.
"We feel the day-to-day effect of the economy and
sometimes it's the discussion over the dinner table. We
are cutting down." explained Bowie. One of the most
noticeable effects of the fraternities cutting spending has
been the cut in the number tf parties. "We base a lot of
closed parties and only one big annual party open Ti' the
public." said Bowie. The cost of a band is now between
$200 and $300. he said.
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Beth i Leavitt. a December graduate in French
elementary teaching. claims that the biggest problem she
and her husband face is "We don't have enough money
to eat." This results in eating the same bland, cheap
foods. She is substitute teaching now but still cannot find
a permanent job in her field. Gas was a large expense
when she attended UMO, because she commuted. "I
commuted because my husband was afraid he would not
find another job if we moved." Leavitt said.
Gil Lacroix, a first semester senior in social science
education is experiencing serious difficulty in making it
through school. His wife is eight-and-a-half months
pregnant. arid he does not know how he is going to pas
the hospital bill.
The 25-Year-old student has been attending school off
and on since 1968. He worked at odd jobs trying to sase
money; his wife also worked, but the were only able to
save from $10 to $20 a week. "That's not much help
towards paying to go to school." Upon returning to
Orono. his wife tried to find a job, hut nobody wanted to
hire a woman three months pregnant. so she gave up.
The Lacroix% are enrolled in the food stamp program.
"At first we had to pay S32 for S84 of food stamps. Since
I've been in school, we've been getting the stamps free...
"We're having a hard time. hut we're making it.
Lacroix said. He is working afternoons for Dean William
Lucy in the student affairs office. On weekends he works
as a drummer in a country and western band.
The recession is hitting hard-the band used to plas in
the Bangor area. but the economy is forcing the band to
travel farther away, so he must spend from Fridas
afternii4in to Sunday afternoon away from home.
Transportation costs have gone up hut the prices these
places pas are better. The jobs are cutting down on the
time Lacroix can spend studying. resulting in a large
number of "all nighters" before a test.
••I have a hard time keeping the car repaired but with
my wife pregnant and the band. I need a car." he said.
The biggest worry to Lacroix right now is his medical
bills. The Lacroix% don't have the money to pay the
hospital or for any other medical expenses.
Another problem Lacroix is facing is his educational
loans. He hopes to find a job substituting in high school
social studies. When he was out of school, for a year and
a half. USAF loan was down his neck, and the bank
ended up taking him to court. He had to pay until he had
proof that he had been readmitted to school.
Lacroix claimed "If I don't find a job when I get out of
school. I don't know how I'll pa % back my loans. Maybe I
might have to declare bankruptcy... He currently owes
$14,500 in student loans.
La croix plans to go to summer school, so that he can
take eight weeks of student %caching next fall.
According to Chris Osbourne. a senior child
development major, food and rent are her biggest
worries. "It's impossible to bu% hardls anything else.
About the only things we bus are for the apartment.**
Living with two room-mates, the% but food in large
quantities to save money. "We're so used to affluence.
Our parents base given us so much that it's hard to cut
down." Osbourne claimed.
It would appear that most UMO students are in the
same boat with Osbourne - haying difficulty in adjusting
to a life style that fits their income. This difficulty is
compounded not only by inflation and recession, but also
bs the fact that the few jobs students are lucky enough to
find while attending UMO pay only minimum wage - or
less, in some cases.
in all this, the only ray of hope for UMO students who
are financially struggling through their college years lies
in the Office of Student Aid, which will base a significant
increase in aid money next year. If students arc lucky.
according to officials there, the aid increase ma % even
more than compensate for the expected increases in
tuition and room and board charges.
1
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DO MI
HAVE WHAT
IT TAKES
?M?
next semester,
we need
your help!
the Maine
Campus
good writers are needed
who can go out
and find the neu.
for us...
in the production room. we
need rolunteers to help with
paste-up. as well as
proofreading the pages
before they go to the
printer ... persons who can
type are needed to play games
with our phrenetic computer.
60 wpm and up. this is a paid
position...
the photo departmen
is seeking persons
to take to take the
photographs we use.
and artists for the drawings that are used.
these are both paid positions ...
the Art & Entertainment
section is looking for
ref-Jeerers of all types.
books, records, concerts.
plays. and any other
fitting areas.
and we also need a film renewer.
that's right, bill gordon is graduating! ...
and a new area we would like to go into
is restaurant reviews ...
interested?
apply to sieve ward
106 lord hall. 581-7531 f4P4
Maine Campus
Citizens' committee to protest
Economy rally planned
The Citizens Committee on the Maine
Economy (CCMC) will hold a rally at
Capital Park. Augusta on May lb.
The purpose of the rally is "To call
attention of the problem of unemployment
to the legislature." according to Russ
Christiensen . Bangor coordinator of
CCMF and UMO student government
lawyer.
"The problem is an endemic one, but
no one seems to be doing ans thing about
it. Our legislators. who represent all the
people. should he addressing themselves
to the problem Christiensen
maintened.
Christiensen pointed out that about 12
per cent, or 50.000 adults, are
unemployed in Maine. and an additional
18 per cent. or 80.000 people. are
underemployed-hasing incomes below the
poyerty level, but Go'. . James B. Longley
and the legislature aren't planning any
programs to create jobs. Current
predictions are that a depressed economy
and unemployment will continue until
1980.
"The social consequences of unemp10%-
ment are tearinit at the fabric of our
society." Christiensen said referring to
the increased crime. alchoholism, and
degeneration of family units in Maine.
Christiensen said S40 million are
needed now to put 5,000 people to work.
Community labor councils winild be
created to allocate funds for whate%er
w,TIL a local community wants done.
The committee's plans include the
1 
confiscation by the state of timberlands,
transportation systems and power sources,
to he run for the benefit of the people of
Maine: fuller employment and lower
prices.
Seven corporations, for instance. own
more than 80 per cent of the timberlands
in the state. Christiensen believes that the
production of the timberlands should be
shifted from pulpwibod to more labor
intensise lumber operations. Lumber
production would have the added benefit
of fostering such employment as
carpentry and cabinet making, and would
create 3 construction trade, according to
Christiensen, who points out that lumber
is now imported from California.
The p. .r are now being pinched by the
increased costs of the maintenance and
operation of automobiles. To reduce the
poor's dependence on cars. ('('ME
advocated a take•oser of all existing public
transportation systems and development
of an all-encompassing %%stem. Christien-
sen pointed out that he took the train to
New York City when he entered the Army
in 1950. "Try that todas.— he said.
These programs would be financed
through increased taxation of the wealthy
and corporations, obtaining resenuc-shar•
mg from the federal government. taxes on
land specuL• :ion and sayings from reduced
unemployment and welfare payments.
Melvin Burke. associate professor
economics and participant in CCME. said
"It is a protest rally. Lets stop talking
about homosexuality and deal with food.—
CHALET SERVICE
STATION
Tune-Ups
Road Service
866-2538
19 College Ave., Orono
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Tires
Inspection Station
866-2311
2 Main St., Orono
FRICE!
A DYNAMITE LEVI OUTFIT CAN BE
YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE IF YOU CAN
NAME THE SPECIAL ROOM
UNDER THE BOSTON STORE
THE ROOM WHERE
-LEVIS COST ONLY '5 & '10
-SHIRTS & TOPS ARE JUST '2
-WHERE THINGS ARE PRICED
REALLY LOW TO MAKE THEM GO
OSTON
STORE
30- 33 MAIM a. lANOCIP
GET THE NAME
YOU THINK THE
ROOM SHOULD BE
CALLED TO MR. LEVI
IF HE LIKES IT BEST,
THE LEVI OUTFIT
IS YOURS!
,ersorpor. somas si•••••••••
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FORD Sullivan Ford Sales
offers
Value, Economy, and Savings
for the College student*
The Thrifty Ford Courier This little truck is just the thing for
getting what you want, where you want it. Its 1400 pound
payload makes it good for general use Economy features
as its rugged 1800 cc overhead cam engine and manual
4-speed transmission gives you the power when you
need it, without sacrificing good gas mileage. PLUS:
bright front bumper. full-width, foam-padded seats.
bright hub caps, full headliner, white sidewall
tires. Gauges: fuel, ammeter, temperature, and
complete tool kit come as standard value features
on the Ford Courier. See our salesmen for
optional equipment.
Thrifty 36 months
ord Courier on1y9460*
' Payment plan is based on a total price
of $3201 a total deffered payment of
$3405 60 on approved credit, and a
F!NANCE CHARGE of $55560 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE IS
11 9500 Actual payment is $94 60
monthly for 36 months with a down
payment of $351 (State and local taxes
are extra
42 months
only8329* per month
• Payment plan is based on a total price
of $3201. a total deffered payment of
$3498 18 on approved credit, and a
FINANCE CHARGE of $648.18. The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is
11 89% for 42 months with a down
payment of $351 (State and local taxes
are extra.)
The Economical Ford Pinto
This sporty ttle car is a college grad's or a college students
dream come true The economy of the PINTO is outstanding
but check out these standard value features: (With the
2-door sedan model) you get, 2300 CC overhead cam
engine. 4-speed manual transmission, on the floor, manual
rack and pinion steering, manual front disk brakes, black
wall steel belted radial tires, direct air vent system. inside
hood release, big car type safety, vinal bucket seats (up
front) floor mounted mini-consol. and bright hub caps Our
salesmen can show you the extra options that you can get on
the Ford Pinto What VALUE! What ECONOMY, What
SAVINGS'
conomical
F 
36 months
only
ord Pinto 
 
8796*
per month
•Payment plan is based on a total price
of $2970. a total deferred payment of1E
$3166 56 on approved credit, and a
finance charge of $516 56 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE IS
11 95°. Actual payment is $87.96
monthly for 36 months with a down
payment of $320 (State and local taxes
are extra) 
I • Payment is based on a total price of$3201, a total deffered payment of$3590 88 on approved credit, and aFINANCE CHARGE of $740 88 TheANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is11 82% for 48 months with a downpayment of $351 (State and local taxes
are extra.)
48 months
only 7481 * per month
Pinto 2-Door Sedan
with Special Value Package
42 months
only 7 74 4 •it per month
•Payment plan is based on a total price
of $2970, a total deferred payment of
$3252 48 on approved credit, and a
FINANCE CHARGE of $602 48 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is
11 89°0 for 42 months with a down
payment of $320 (State and local taxes
are extra)
*ASK ONE of our salesman
about our Special Purchase
Pion For College Seniors
EASY FINANCING
SOLD OfiTNINTE6CT/
499 HAMMOND ST.
48 months
•Payment is based on a total price of
per month
$29 a deferred payment of
701.ya6 9tot5 61 *de
$3338.88 on approved credit, and a
FINANCE CHARGE of $668.88 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is
11 82°0 for 48 months with a down
payment of $320. (State and local taxes
are extra).
TORO MOTOR CREDIT 
P,A010 SFR ViC!
942 4t It BANGOR
-4 I MIA101•••••
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Construction costs aggrevate parking problem
Bryan E. Ililehey
• 
Quik Pic Restaurant
and Deli
We deliver to your Dorm.
Subs and Cold Beverages
BEER-WINE-SODA
[Slight Delivery Charge]
No Minimum - call 966-3118
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2 75 per page
Send for your up to date. 160-page,
mail order catalog Enclose $1 00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days/
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD . SUITE =2
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90025
(213) 4718474 or 477 5493
Ow research material ss sold br
research assistance oms
/VE Cirpn,‘
Vanttof
0I1 Tow.,
ENTERTAINMENT HIM
8:30 - 12:30
Mon-Tues LES KERTS
Wed NANCY MOORE
Thurs. Fri. Sat Nights,
& Sat Afternoon Jam Session
Country &traced:
Asa
11'• rea
• 
.••
sosodomed frees page E-Thiree•
"There is an absolute limit to what the
police can do to prevent crime. A
policeman on every doorstep is not
plausible.'•
Although not criminal in nature, one of
the biggest problems involving police and
students at UMO is that of parking and
parking tickets.
Last year. the UMO department of
police and safet% issued 15.823 parking
tickets to students, faculty, staff, and
visitors. This as up slightly from 15,4o4
the previous year. In 1973 and 1974, the
department collected $13.862 and $15.027
respectively, in waiver fees for parking
tickets.
According to Hilchev. "All ..mimies
received go the the general fund. Money.
from the general fund is reallocated
throughout the Super-L1 system.
During the same two-year period
1973-74. the number of vehicles registered
on campus has risen from 7,000 to 8,000.
w1(ile the number of parking spaces has
remained the same. about 4,901
Hadley. said he thought all these
figures. tickets issued. waiver fees
received, and cars registered, would
increase in 1975. He attributed this
probable increase to "a new efficient
%%stem for keeping track of tickets— that
the departmen: has instituted. This new
system includes employing workstudy
students to thork on the ticket files, and
assigning one patrolman solely to the task
of ticketing lots and keeping track of
violators.
One change that this ne.% ticket
procedure produced is a whopping
increase in the number of parking ticket
summonses issued. In the two-vear period
1973-74..18 such summonses were issued
Since January of this year, over 125
summonses have been handed out. Most
of these involve people with more than
one ticket.
Hilchey said he thought "parking is
definitely a problem." He also indicated
that a solution to the problem would be
some additi I parking. It would ease
the situation considerabl% ." This solution.
he added. N he . Kith in dollars
'There is an absolute
limit to what the police
can do to prevent crime
May 2, 1975
...'There is less of a
tendency to act in terms
of right and wrong'
and in grass and trees.
He said a second as to resol:e the
situation would he —controlled parking,
that is. limited ac.ess to .ampus for
vehicles.
For the mttmcnt, litisseser. htith the
:rime and parking problems remain
wisolsed. and probably ill for some time.
N indication of the futility of both student
mid police efforts to protect propert% from
damage and theft can be seen in the rash
of automobile break-ins in the last i.,
K eeks. Between April 23 and 25. nine
such incidents were reported to campus
Se% err 41 the nine sictims repi,rted
that their cars were locked prior to heinv
entered h% thic‘c%.
t Palace
-We'll sell you the RIGHT pet or NO pet at all
Airport Mall
Bangor, Maine
Tel, 945-9444
APPRECIATION SALE
50
'50 of DOGGIE MONEY 50
FIFTY 4)
DOLLARS
OFF
on the dog
of your choice
figit 
from
Pet Palace
.27ziA
lb 19,5 (50:2
YOU MUST BRING THIS COUPON 
TWENTY
DOLLARS
OF FISH - FREE
With the purchase
of a 20 gal. aquarium,
and this coupon .
(Expires: May 16, 1975)
--
FIVE
DOLLARS
OF FISH - FREE
With the purchase
of a 10 gal. aquarium,
at 59.95, and this coupon.
...__.(Expires. May 16. 1975)•-----J
This sale is in appreciation of the support
the University of Maine
students have given us
in the last school year. -prop.
•
